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BY RICHARD ASTRO

In the beginning I had reservations.
True, the idea was exciting and mace good

0
academic sense. We would design a course
,and conference entitled "Literature and

Literature and the Sea
thqSea" and thereby establish a frame-

. work within which artists, humanists,
and scientists could work together to

an introduction determine the impact that the world's,
oceans have had,on the creative
pulse of the writer as well as 4nvesti-

. gate how the writer has helped to shape
prevailing notions about the sea. The
course would be jointly offered by thie
School of Oceanography and the Depart-
ment of English at Oregon State Uni-
versity and would conclude with con-
ference where a diverse group ofspeak-
ers would talk specifically about how
individual writers use the sea as a
source of plot, myth and symbol. The

general theme of the relationship be-
tween literature and marine science.
The course and conference, were to be
trial balloons for a comprehensive
marine and maritime studies program at
Oregon State in which humanists, scien-
tists and technologists, would engage
in an integrated examination of those
values and attitudes that direct
peoples' activities in and relating to
the sea, including creative artists,
scientists, and peoples whose exist-
ences are linked diret.tly to the sea
by the'ii use of marine reources. We

proposed a "systems approach" to know-
ledge in which real interchanges would
take place as contrasting methods were
brought to bear on similarly felt
problems. Our approach was brie of whole-
ne'ss. We rejected the narrow-minded
view that one person's way is the only
legitimate way of getting at the truth.
We in academic life have always7preached
wholeness and union. We have never be-
lievpd that tHe'intellect works best in
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a vacuum. And so we proposed to move

through and'beyond specialistic ap-
t proaches,to knowledge whfeh we believe

areafragmentary, reductionist and divi-
-sive, and4ractice what. we have always

preached_

Still, I had reservations. For though

our objective was the noble one of fusing

the many cultures, the fact is that any

viable or enduring union depends upon.
the recogt)ition that there are Inherent
differences between the arts, the
sciences and the humanities. And if we

hoped that our artists and scientists
would be able to talk with one am, hei
in any sort of meaningful fashion, that
either group would be able to talk witg
humanists, and that the students 44 the

class and our conference audience would'
be able to.make sense out of what might
appear to be a chaotic assortment of ap-
proaches and_ directions, we had to iden-

tify those crucial differences. This

done, we felt we could move toward an
understanding of.the common ground

shared by everyone involved in the pro-
gram, irrespective of academic disci-

pline.

Definitionally,i we observed that
science (as we normally conceive of it)

is the pursuit of theories and hypo-

theses which exhibit and explain rela-
tionships among verified facts. That is,

the scientist attempts to develop theor-
ies which explain recurring and orderly

'relationships in the natural world. Sci-

entific theories are what, in an impor-

tant essay entitled "Concerning the Sci-

ences, the Arts-AND the Humanities"
(Critical Inquiry, Volume 1, 1974),

Leonard B. Meyer calls Propositional.
"They are general in that th, refer
to classes ortypes; they are abstract '

in that they account for Only some
attributes of the natural world." But

4
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works of art are what Meyer calls pre-

sentational. They are patterns and are t.

the occasion "for experiences that are
found.to be enjoyable, intilguing and

)moving." A Oonk of art is not an'ob-

ject for theoretical generalization. It

exists for aesthetic appreciation and ,

response. In our class and on our*con-

.

fuenceyrogeam there would be scien-
tists theprizing dbout the sea. And

there would be poets reading from their
own and other peoples'-work about the

sea. The subject wa's the same. Every-

thing else would be different.

4
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Between the artist and the scientist

there is the humanist-critic,' that indi-
yidual whose task it is to sdek out and
define relatiOnsh4s presented in works
of art and then to make clear how these
relationships and connections are per- ,

ceived by competent audiences. In a

very crucial way, the humanist-critic is

akin to the scientist. For although, as

Meyer points out, "the phenomenato
which thpy attend and which they analyze
are different--the critic explaining the

works of man, the scientist the work of
'God' (Nature)--they are .similar in a

number of ways."

Both select from phenomena, separat-
ing the essentialfrom the accident-
al, in order to exhibit signifiCant
rerationships; Loth are moved by a,

desire for consistency and elegance;

both often work by trial and error;
both reason and argue in basically
the,same way. . . .

4

Nevertheless, there is a critical dif-
ference between the ultimate goals of the
humanist and those of the scientist.° For
while the scientist is Concerned, above
all, wish developing general, laws and
theories which account for reldtionships'
discovered in the natural world, the hu-
manist attempts to understancrand.explain
how the patterns and processes peculiar
to a specific work are related 'to one
another and'to the aesthetic eXperience

they shape. In order words,,humaniSt
criticism differs from science in that

it is concerned with what unique, in-

'deed idiosyncratic yziva particular
poem, novel, sonata, r,painting. Like

the scientist, tiie-humanist develops and

employs theiiiTand taxonomy. Unlike the

scientist, .the humanist is concerned
chiefly with how one work is different

from all others. Iis, in fact, this
crucial difference which in large mea-

sure accounts for the problems scien-

tists have when trying to evaluate the

work of the humanist. For no matter how

systematic, how rigorous the scholarship
of the humanist may be, the very nature .

of his study prohibits his arriving et
the kind of final responses to observed
phenomena which is the goal of the sciPp-

tist. I quote again from Leonard Meyer
who.offprs a.brilliant summary of the
essential differences between what to,

some may'seem comparable activities.

.The scientist formulates theories
Hach refer to and explain relation"-

ships discovered_m_an_already-exlsf----
ing The artist ne/ther formu-

lates nor explains. He creates. And

his creations--works of art--are equi-
valent, not to general propositions
about phenomena, byt to the phenomena

9



themselves: The groper nnalogue to

the scientist is t humanise who for-
mulates these theories and taxonomies ,

which refer, to and'explain relation-
shipsfoundrin works Of art. That

huManistic theories a;e less coherent,'
iigOrous, and wall confirmed than
scientific ones is_dqe not to
in the comparison but to the ceMplexi-

. ty of works of art4 thevarlabilityi '

of their material means and stylisfic,
inarinere, and the difficulty ef!
studyingliiinap cuguitive and affect-

ivepi.tkesles empirically.

And so-it should seem clear why I had ,

reservations about. bringing artists, sci-
entists and humanists together into one .

classroom and into one auditorium. But

we did it and it worked, perhaps not so 6Ciati6t. 1/6 1,6.

ft ttr .
.

it to see through the "planks of thedis--_, a/1 fief&S"of human enieavorp. "the clle.
ciplines" Io the veryoreal connections of a great man'is the stem his n 01,".

.

-between the arts, the sciences and the so that. the search f:Ir truth. Ts'more 'Y
.

/humanities.. The sea lures and frustrates important than its cpusj.6,fey and the pro- '
the scientist as it simultanbously de -`- cess of tMnking mare impop,X.ant than She

propositional form!. Tcieiitists who study their,work.convinced4that the world's__\--)

mends and defies definition 'in.precise ' thslught, . Pp many humanists Te abdiit'.

fie sea domove toward truth, but they ' , great literatLre; art ind'music can be . . (
rarely.attain more than partial or een-, ,A0pOretiated Only by,a cultured, cloise
tative answers to the qtiestipnb they . ered few. Their scholarship is canpart- -
ask. ,AS'a result, therZn-tiSt-who has mentalized, excessively specialized.,

so"

studied the sea for a time pis better.e- Inevitably it.ismom and more devoted
quipped to'understand the problems which trivia. There'are'many art.and musig
face the hUmanist as he studies the critics who are uneasy.with any work

efween,

c7.,"

much because of oun planning, but in
spite of it. That is, it was the sub-
ject matter itself that made the various
parts of it fit into a. whole that grew.to
be larger than the sum of all of the
parts which comprised it. It was the
sea itself - -in its variety and diversity
--that fused disgarate parts. It was
the sea - -at once a source of man's awe
and wonder and a subject of scientific
inquiry--that became that larger whole.
It was.,ths'sea, in its vastness, which .

posed vexing questions and encouraged
the pursuit of final answers from our
teachers and our students, from our
speakers and our audience. And it was
the sea which, mdle ofted than not, be-
guiled the seeker. In short, the sea
invited our artists, our humanists, and
our scientists to live the creative and
re-creative prOcess: to "speculate in-
to the sun."

In ktis essay in this volime, John
Isaacs notes that the sea's interactions
are strong, subtle, and dominating. The
ocean therefore enables those who go to

10
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unfque and the unusual. Scientists and
humanists who study the sea can pause in
their desire to understand and eiplain
in precise terms, and observe in the
sea's richness and variety the .kind of
internal integrity independent of refer-
ence to other phenomena that appeals.so
much to the artiste At the same time,
the artist who has painted or written
about the sea joins the scientist and
the humanist in defining and describing
and in moving toward partial and tenr-
tive'truths. Surely, our perception of
the sea has been influenced as much by
our respoqse to Turner's pinting, and
to Melville's novels as it has by-the
findings of the Challenger expedition.
And-the humanist, as he observes how
the scientist is at once chnlleriged and
perplexed by the sea, comes to realize
the truth of Bronowski's claim that in

which has 4 representational object or
an pcknOwledged subject. And there are
thoteleachers of literature Who believe' .4.

that real reading must be exegetic, heur-.
istic anehermeneutic: But the humanist
who studies the sea with the scientist,
who takes the time to- look anew appre-
ciate that real knowledge of life, our
life, is built communally and is often
tentative, stones in a developing cathe-

eschews reduct.ionist approaches,
flees the cloister,. and works in concert
with. the artist and the scientist to over-

.come what Floyd Matson calls the .:10Token

image" of man's understanding Of.himself.
and so kelps build that cathedral with -

creativity and with style.

Baking as a scientist,.loha Isaacs
notes tk, t "it is the sea that first
strongly challenges science as we now
conceive t." I would -add that the'sea
also challenges the artist and the
manist. Indeed, -the burgeoning field of

'marine education provides fertile ground
for the artist, the humanist and the
scientt understand their differences
and then move to a recognition of inter-
connecting structures, of fundamental
unities.

I believe that the Oregon State-Se
Grant course and conference were first

511
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Surely,

the achievement of that end.

Surely, they convinced those of us who
designed them and who are now developing
the larger, more inclusive, marine and
maritire studieS program which-will-debut----
on the Oregon State campus in 1977, that
curricula can be organized which-=even
in these difficult times of shortages
and cutbacks--will enable students and
teachers to ask important questions and
seek important answers and so help in-

sure that our universities do not be-
come the hothouses of organization men,
the manufacturing centers of bureaucrats

and social engineers.

design of a book "is the pattern of a
reality controlled and shaped by the mind

of the writer." The design of this pub-

- lication was controlled and shaped by the

minds-of-eight_kriters_imuLALloose-bui
cohesive whole. The subjects of the es-

says which follow differ vastly in tone

and idea. On the surface there seems
little similarity between John Seelye's
investigation of the "British connection"
in American sea literature and Joel
Hedgpeth's study of the writings of
marine biologists, and even less between
William Appleman Williams' "angles of
vision" and John Haisjipls presentation
pf his beloved Seal Rock. Propositional
statements about the human community are
the essence of Williams'-piece, whereas
Haislip refuses to talk about the trans-
formation If "the stuff of my world into
poetry" since, he claims, !'itis a
mystery foi- me, as I think it is for many

poets." Similarly there seems little

connection between John Pratt's explora-
tion of thc power of the elements in
literature and Jahn Isaacs' attack on the
simple-minded scientific paradigm as well

as on the "marina mystique." And only

the fact that both Joseph DeFalco and
Robert Zoellner talk about American novel-

--ists Mks their respecstive says. And

Readers of this volume who are inter-
ested in the,course on "Literature and
the Sea" -should contact Professor Anne
Taylor of the Department of English and
Professor James McCauley of the School of

Oceanography at Oregon State. Anne and

Jim planned and developed that course,
and with the help of thirty dedicated
students, thermade it work. The eight

essays which follow here are printed al"-

most exactly as they were delivered by
the speakers at the conference which was
held at the Marine Science Center in
Newport, Oregon on May 8, 1976. Only

'minor euitorial changes-have been made to

Pr prepare them fu. - reading aud_ence.

Novelist Jahn Steinbeck once wrote-- -
in a book about acertain sea--that the

12
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yet, these eight writers do shape a pat-

tern of'roality that emerges when their
essays are read together. And that pat-

oorn is an integrated nucleus from which

strings of thought stretch into various
reachable reakities. These essays ask

us to think and to;look and to consider.
Ahd they give off a quality of 'light,
perhaps nat.easily defined, but shining
clear and-bright-irr-the-minds-of-th
perceptive reader,

I would like -to qxpress my thanks to
William Q. Wick, Director of the Sea
Grant Program at Oregon State University.
Perhaps, more than anyone else, Bill
nourished our dream; he supported an
idea as we brought that idea to life.
I mould also like to thank Jim Folts,
Linda Hosek, Connie Morehouse, Jim
Leadon and everyone else in the Sea
Grant program who helped in the publi-
cation of these proceedings. My thanks

go also to Robert MacVicar, President of

Oregon State University, and to John
Byrne, Dean of Research at OSU. Both

supported the conference enthusiastically.
I am grateful to Karen Hatch of Chico,
California, and to Susan Cole of Wash-
ington, DC, who saw 'larger pictures and

who helped us create more inclusive
wholes. Special thanks go, to Anne Taylor

and Jim McCauley, and to Julie Mackaman
of the Department of English who helped

kith a million details. And finally,

wy deepese lhairics gu to
who spent too many long hours helping

'me plan the Newport conference and as-
sisting me in,preparing this volume of
proceedings for publication.
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'Andsome Is as 'Andsome Does) )

Or, The Hamerican Hadam, Being
Some Random Rodericks Bearing Witness to the

British Connectionin Our Maritime Literature
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BY JOHN SEELYE

It is A curious fact that, the
advent of Joseph Conrad, sea literature
in the English language was chiefly the
work of American writers, and Conrad
himself was born of Polish parents in
the Ukraine. As a great colonial and
mercantile power, Great Britain was the
center of an imperial spiderweb of sea
lanes, but except for the work of second-

'' rate talents, like Captain Marryat and
Michael Scott, England's contribution
to maritime prose literature during the

_ 'great century'of sea-power, the nineteenth
was decidedly slight. The landscape of
English prose, is surveyed in Fielding's
Tom Jones- -What mystic triangle of Town,
Country, and the Roads between--and though
Smollett's Roderick Random has in part a
shipboard setting, as a scene it is not
much more than an extension of lcndon
streets. The ,English'most, certainly do
have.a talent for castaway stories, but
from Defore to Robert Louis Stevenson,
the emphasis has been on the island not
the gea, the ocean providing for and
intensifying the insular element--which
is after all what Great Britain is all
about.

But-when we-Win to what was, until
1775, the chiefest of her colonies we
find a much different story - -and stories.
Two of the highest. points in world
literature written by Americans, Two
Years Before the Mast and Moby Dick, are
set at sea, and if Melville was indebted
to Dana at the start of his. career, he
went on to exceed and excel--thought not
to outsell--him, turning vt a small
shelf of quasiautobiographicalwfictions

,

without which the literature of the sea
would be considerably diminished. Even
Edgar Allan Poe, who iS generally associated..
with restricted spaces, well within--often
below--terra firma, shoved a famdas ship-

.1.[
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board story into a bottle, and when Poe
came to write his one novel-length book,
he likewise set his hero afloat. But the
grand master of them all, predating Dana,
Poe. MelVille, and even Captain Marryat,
wasJames Fenimore Cooper, who invented
a, genre virtually out of whole cloth when
he Wrote The Pilot in 1823. It is not

generally known, I think, that Cooper
was the author of more romances about
the,sea than about life in the forest_
and prairie, that he was known to his
contemporaries as "Cooper of the {Wood`

and Wave"--though "wooden wave" might
be appropriate, because though Cooper
could get his heroes out of the woods,
he could never quite get the wood out
of his heroes.

Still, what we must acknowledge in
Cooper is his amazing inventiveness, where
genre if not incident is concerned, as
single-handed he did for the United
States what Fielding d d for Great Britain,

n surveying the territor ahead for writers
to come, running his ne as far west as
the Rocky Mountains nd south to the
Antarctic Ocean. till, it must 1,e said
that if Cooper in ented the sea romance
out of whole clot , as with his romance
of the-frontier that-cloth Wd9 Scotch

of

tartan, namely the historic 'romance $s
written by Sir Walter Scott. For The
Pilot was written, as Cooper himself
declared, in response to the faulty sea-
manship in Scott's seacoast story, The
Pirate, and if it provides a second in
a series begun by Cooper's first his-
torical novel, The Spy, in,having a
Revolutionary War setting so both books
in-telebrating America's independence
from Great Britain manage to reveal
(like the Constitution) a strong English
infl ence. In asking the question why
Eng. id did not produce a great sea lit-
erature, we must answer finally that she
did, even though the authors 1Lved it

America. What I will do in the time re-
maining is to trace briefly and I hope
succinctly the complex ties between
American maritime literature and what we
may call the British connection.

-0

It is at the start a colonial umbilicus
that never severed its natal--or perhaps
I should say "naval"--ties, and it begins
with those anatomical epics assembled to
inspife English imperialism, Hakluyt's
Voyages and Samuel Purchas's Pilgrimes.
If our sea literature of the nineteenth

century in,strongly indebted to Sir Walter

Scott, then its origins maybe traced back
to anot.her,-Str-ts'alter, for it was the

a2count5 by Raleigh's captains of the New
World thatlgot things moving in the first
place. The often-quoted report by Arthur
Barlowe, good news brought back with two
Indians from the outer banks of what would
become N6rth Caro1ina, establishes at the
start a link between Columbus's voyages
to America and the emerging English tra-
dition, a search for the Passage to India
ending with images of a terrestrial para-
dise Virginia--the V;rgin Landcommences
as an early version of ":aptain Cook's
Hawaii, where America as Promised Land
wquld end. But it is with the,adventures
of Captain John Smith that the story
really, gets rolling, Barlowe's golden-

-age vision given a much more realistic
frame, yPt one which is heroic withal.
If lipkluyt's Voyages and Purchas's
Pilgrimes are something of an English
Odyssey cum Iliad--the voyage. and the
'battles, reversed--then John Smith's

Oenerall Igstorie of Virginia is the
Anglo-American Aeneid, ,the Captain him-
self being joint hero of the double-
ended epic: In the pictures illustrating
his book, Captain Smith is shown wrestling
giant heathen "kings" in single- handed

combat (though with the benefit,of superior
arms), the hero of chivalric romance trans-
planted to the American shore. Prototypeo.

frontiersman, the Captain is also Kipling's,
securer of empire, being as his title sug-
gests at home, on land or sea, "a giddy
harumphrodite--soldier an' sailor too!"

In SMithls defense let it' be said th at
he was more Hermes than Venus, for as
Hermesds the Greek god associated with
boadarir and borders, so the Captain's
voyages in America established the out-
lines of English dominion here, In his o e

circumnavigation of that American Med-
iterranean, the Chesapeake Bay, Smith was
looking for a water route to the Pacific
Ocean, and he left his mark at the heads
of navigation on the main watercourses of
Virginia. In so doing, he mapped out
what would become the tidewater region,
a provincial empire centered by that
humble enough Rome, Jamestown, much as
at the far end of his voyage he sailed
past the swampy site of the District of
Columbia, named for the Admiral who
initiated the search and the center of
a much vaster empire to come. Smith
also explored and mapped the New England
coastline, and his chart is dominated
by the symbolic shape of cape Cod, that
oUtreach of laid called by Thoreau the
"bare and beckoning arm of Massachusetts,"
.within whose sheltering curve the Puritan
experiment prevailed, nursing a notion



of Manifest Destiny which would develop

a very strongarm indeed.

Virginia, dominated by her landlocked
Bay, became a closed, agrariah world of
river ,plantations, while New Edgland-,-
_whose bays opened to the Atlantic, became
a maritime power Whose rivalry with Great

Britain: helped'spark the Revolution.
-"Se then her is a place,"'wrote Captain
Smith, "a nurse for soldiers, a practise
for mariners, atrade for merchants; a
reward for the good, and that which is
most of all, a business (most acceptable
to God) to bring such poor infidels to
the trus knowledge of God and his holy
Gospel." pat he was speaking of Vir-
ginia does not diminish his stature as
a prophet, for Smith's vision of America
was in all ways a prevision of the
Puritan ideal commonwealth, not a

they

producing one staple and undependable
-.crop but an independent empire, an

England truly New.

The literature of New England during
the colonial period, as we well know, was-'
largely theological.. There is, however,
an interesting tradition of crossings
journals kepely Puritans who came over
ffeM England, a t-eeord-uf encounter which
begins with the communal Pilgrim publi-
cation called Mourt's Relation, first pub-
lished in 1622. But these narratives are
mostly nctable for their expressiofis
joy at sighting ti.'' shores of the Promised
Land,,!and it is worth remarking that John
Winthrop's shipboard sermon, "A Modell of
Christian Charity," makes only slight
mention 3t the ocean crossing, emphasizing

0 instead the City on the Hill the Puritans,

intended to build. And the most prominant
Puritan poet, Edward Taylor, kept a dreary
record og his own rite of passage,, being
no apostrophe to the ocean but'an account
chiefly of seasickness and irritation
over the passenger's resistance to the

o

true light. Yet all of those early
Puritan seaborne writings stress the

imnortance of the ocean ascNew England's
Red Sea, not only because so few of theirs

crossings suffered t,hipwreck--thereby
serving as evidence of Providential .

protection--but because the Atlantic
separated the New-English Israel from
the Old,World Egypt.

A theological symbol of separation,
the Atlantic soon enough became for New
England a mercantile symbol of connections

e"
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linking her coa3tal-eommunitje -by- means

of trading routes, an economy which held
major towns to the shoreline or to the
heads of reiver navigation It ,is mean-
ingful in this iegard that the hero of
Cotten Nather's Magnalia - -if we discount

the author himself--was fhe sea-captain
Governor of Massachusetts, Sir William
Phips, who was styled a King-Fisher ,by
Mather because he owed his rise from
humble origins to the recovery of treasure
from a Spanish ship sunk off the Bermudas.
Equally relevant are the early 'ears of

Benjamin Franklin, who as a boy in 3oston
yearned to go to sea as a sailor and who
wrote as one of his first poetic produc-
tions a broadside ballad about Captain

Kidd, evidence perhaps of his Nantucket

ancestry. Franklin's firsi voyage took

him only as far as New York, from whence
he madellis way by foot to Philadelphia,
but his youthful ambitions do help to
string a life-line between the seven-
teentWand the nineteenth century in New
England, and Ben's autobiographical de-
sire to go to sea was finally realized in
Dana's Two Years Before the Mast.

But before Dana, once again, there

, was Cooper, and before Cooper there was

Byron and Scott. Ben Franklin's urge

can be traced to his Nantucket-born
mother Ira Ben's father. was born in Eng-

land, and Franklin's subsequent sea
voyages often took him to the island of

his father's birth, a place he was in-

creasingly loath to leave. Sir William

Phips may have been Governor of Massa-
chusetts, but it was, like his title,
the gift of James II, the King in who'se
service Mather's heroic fisher fished.

Even after the Revolution the British
connection held firm in America, Repub-
lican letters yielding ck, colonial ties,

and though Joel Barlow celebrated the
rising glory of American empire in his
Colwnbiad, the ocean that beat on his
_native share did_sO_in the heroic coup-

lets of Alexander Rope. The same ocean

that separated the United States from
England was also a mutual waterway, and
cargo silace on British ships was taken

up by British bards and Scotch reviewers

too. Jefferson huffed about King George
in the Declaration of Independence and
he. puffed about the impressment of Ameri-
can citizens by British ships during his

administration, but the buildings he
built in Virginia were Georgian in de-

sign and his library undoubtedly con-
tained English titles obtained from
American printers who pressed them with-

out paying their English authors, a
quaint custom know as "Literary Piracy"



'in Jefferson's day.

Whatever the ustionalistic intentions
of fledgling American authors, they had
to face the fact that the victories over
Great Britain, whether at Yorktown or New.
Orleans, did not put` English literature
out of fashion in the United States. The
War of 1812 ended in 1815, having so far
as our literature is concerned produced
the most unsingable national anthem in
the world--whose words were set,oby the
way, to .the. tune of an English drinking

'song--yet it was in the very next year
that the first American writer to gain

prominence abroad followed Ben Franklin's
watery track to Great Britain some ninety
years since, to manage his family business
in Liverpool and pay homage to Sir Walter
Scott. Washington Irving may,have been
named-for the Father of his Country, but
his own parent was English born, and if
The Sketchbook opens with an ocean voyage,
it is a trip back to what Hawthorne
called "Our Old Home." Geoffrey Crayon

-)-was made famous by his sketches of Rip
Van_Hinkle and Ichabod Crane, but like
Melville's Israel Potter they are American
waifs astray in a distinctly English
landscape, the burden of Irving's first
book being taken up with accounts of
Go-Id-smith's country.

a

Which brings us 11.4tk once again to

Cooper's The Pilot, sat during the Revo-
lution but staged off the English coast,
the hero of which is that renegade Scots-
man, John Paul Jones. True, Cooper in-
troduces a distinctly American figure,
the sea-going Leatherstoaking named Long
Tom Coffin--the hunter as harpooneer--
but Tom's last name, though famous in
Nantucket annalt, dooms him to a watery'
grave, and the,main story line concerns
the adventures of young American officers
who are in love with ladies that r6side
on England's soil. The plain fact re-
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mains that though Cooper claimed he began
to write sea romances to correct Scott's

ignorance in maritime matters, he was
able to find on shipboad what Scott found
ashore, not the ruins of ancient age but
the demarcations of rank. Herman Melville
noted in White-Jacket; Orthe World in
a Man of War, a novel based on his ex-

periences aboard the U.S.S. United States,
that a sailor who had cast his vote in
1840 .for William Henry HarrisonWas flog-

vitherk6a
New Orleas

1.4

ged through the floret soon after, sug-

gesting teat whatever the freedoms en-
joyed by the other citizens of the United
States, the men who protected them aboard
the ship of that name might as well be
serving in Great Britain's fleet. That
was not Cooper's emphasis, but it does
put a blade to his point, for the.Revo-
lution in which so many sailors died af-
fected few changes in the lives of those
who were still afloat, the autocratic
system4of, rank and privilege being pre-

served entirely by both the Navy and the
Merchant Marine.

In 1840 Fenimore Cooper himself most
certainly did not vote for Tippecanoe
and Tyler too, being a Democrat of Jeffer-
sonian persuasion. But he was never a

Jacksonian lover of the common man, and
whenever his sailor heroes wear flowing
blouses, they are most always young of-
ficers in disguise. Having been.a mid-
shipman and officer as well as _a_ landed

aristocrat and a student at Yale, Coop-.

er saw nothing wrong with the contrast
between life in the wardrocm and fore-
castle, and in the literary models pro-
vided by Byron and Scott the heroes were
likewise either blue-blooded or to a
manor-house born, equivalents to Coop-
er's upper-crust salts in rank. It was,

moreover, what his readers expected, and
if the eponymous hero of Red q?over is

George Gordon, Land Byron, dressed up as
his own Ccrsair, so Poe's Arthur Gordon ,

Pym shares the poet's name even as he-
expresses a modishtByronic angst, and his
narrative is strung out in 'a series of
Gothic tales in the manner of Bl6ckwood's
Magazine.

As late as 1840, then, Great Britain
still ruled America's literary waves,
but Dana's TiJo Years Before the'Mast
would seem to have changed all that.
Though a Boston Brahmin born and a grad-
uate of Harvard College, Richard Henry
Dana, Junior was hit father in name only,
anti while Dana Senior was content to imi-
tate in hig quiet way 4nglish models--in
life ac well as literature--his son
struck out on his own, making a clean
break with Boston, Byron and Buccaneers.
Where Cooper found the quarterdeck tohil
liking, Dana shipped before the mast, de-
claring that

"We must 1/4.ome down from our heights,

and leave our straight paths for the ,

biwaysand low places of life, if we
would learn truths by strong contrasts;
and in our hovels, in forecastles, and
among our own outcasts in foileign
lands,- see what has been wrought
among our fellow-creatures by acci-

20



dent, hardship, or vice."

Therig Pilgrim proved to be a hard ship
-literally, a veritable vessel of Puritan
adversity, but Dana's experience -./as hard-

ly unique: and his- single voice from the
forecastle soon rose to a swelling chorus
Of books by other sailors who had been
inadequately "housed on the wild sea" and
suffered "wild usages" at the hands of

the cruelE4ptdiffs.--Even-Cooper-changed
his tack before literary winds, serving
as the amanuensis for a sailor named Ned

__Myers in 1843 ar.., in 1848 writing Jack

Tier, atbook described by Thomas Phil-
brick as "a bitter rejection of the
idealized. treatment of maritime life."

But in considering this sudden descent
to the ibrecastle inspired by "the example

of Dana we should riot forget that Oliver
-21Widf was published in 1838, that the
vogue for Scott's romances was being re-
placed in America as in England by a pan-
demic rush to the realism of Charles
Dickens, whose works were pirated by
American literary Corsairs and Rovers ag
soon as they arrived on American merchant

ships. The sailor whose checkered ca-

reers (and tattooed body) inspired Dana's

apostrophe to the truths found in fore-
castles was George Marsha Dickensian
child of misfortune, and an Englishman
besides. Even Tom Harris, Dana's ideal
sailor, though a Jeffersonibn "self-
taught man of red merit" and "a far
better sailor- and probably a better navi-

gator than the :aptain," was-born and

raised imGreat Britain also, being the
son of.the "skipper of a small coaster

.from Bristol." Yet another English
-shilor provides a physical counterpart
to the intelligent Harris, having a.
"chest as deep as it was wide, .an arm
like that of Hercules, and a hand 'the
fist of a tar--every hair a rope yarn.'

. With all this," adds !Jana,
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"he had one of the pleasantest smiles

I ever saw. His cheeks wee of a
handsome brown, his tenth brilliantly

white, and his hair, of a raven black,
walied.in loose curls all over his

head and fine, open forehead; qd
his .eyes he might have sold to a
duchcss at the price of diamonds','

for their brilliancy. . . . Take

him with his well-varnished black
_tarpaulin, stuck upon the back of

his head, his long locks coming
down almost into his eyes, his white

duck trousers and shirt, blue jacket,

and black kerchief, tied loosely_
round his neck, and he was a fine
specimen of manly beauty. . . .

His captain said he was a perfect
seaman, and worth his weight in gold

on bdard a v4,1ssel, in fair weather;
Aand in foul. - . lie Called.him-
self Bill Jackson, and I knew of no

one of all my accidental acquaintances

to whom 1 would more gladly give a

shake of the hand than to him. Who-

ever falls in wish him will find a

handsome, hearty fellow, and a good

shipmate."

in physical appearance Bill Jackson -

suggests a young nobleman in disguise,

reminding us that Dana's reading aboard

the Pilgrim and Alert was Bulwer-Lytton's

Paul Clifford and Scott's Woodstock, and
that Dana himself remained throughout his

cruise a sea-lawyer in drag, a sailor in

habit but never a habitual sailor. Like

Irving something of a tourist, Dana es-
tablished-the maritime mask for literary
sailors thenceforth, the chief of whom

was Hermin Melville, who Ishmael is a

veritable Waverly of wavering points of

view. As Dana's unfortunate George Marsh
prefigures Harry Bolton of Redburn, as;
Tom Harris looks forward to that apotho-
tic British tar, Jack Chase,, Captain of

the foretop. in White Jacket; so Bill

Jai_kson would be resurrected more than a
half-century later as the Jacksonia Man
himself, Billy Budd, a handsome enough
sailor surely but as an American Adam

having an English berth. Moreover, as°

the sailor named Jackson in Redburn tes-

tifies, Melville himself had imperfect
Jacksonian sympathies, and though he

sounded a deMocratic note in White-Jac.;

ket, the heroic captain of the Pequod

has a mightily piratical, look and a
Carlylean sound as well, Melville's
'Ahab being but Cooper's Red Rover in
metaphysical clothes, as a rebel taking

something also from koderickDhu.

Ahab goes down with his ship and his

whale, but he surfaces.again as Captain

Nemo by century's end, given an under-

water vehicle by Jules Verne--who made a

specialty of rescuing lost American

heroes. And when the ocean's depths no

longer held out romantic possibilitieeas

a symbol of the unknown, a decline com-

pleted when a real Nautilus set out from

the old whaling port of New London, Con-

necticut, the submarine becanie a more
stately mansion in the sky, heading for

a dome more vast and leaving its outgrown

11
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Shell by life's udresting sea. Captain
,

II Ncmio is now Leona -J Nimoy, sentenced

forever to his nightly trek through the
stars, playing a Martian with the ears
of Hawthorne's marvelous faun. In the
War between the Worlds,.as in the First
land Second World Wars, the British con-
nection still holds, though England her-
self shows signs of sinking like Verne's

.mysterious island beneath the sea. Thosc
voices that came back from the moon
spoke with nasal resonances and slang
of midland America, but on fictional
spaceships as aboard Cooper's dark,
dangerous hulls, the heroes are all

I I.
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captains courageous and speak the King's
English still.

As for more recent maritime fict -n
there is Mr. Roberts, in which anoth.r
young Jeffersonian Officer sets his cap
against a tyrannical captain, Henry
Fonda assuming the burden of Clark Gable's
Mr. Christian. Authority may, as in
The Caine Mutiny, assume objectionable
forms, but revolt:self:16m leaves Officer's

Country, as sailors are limited to swarm
on pails at the end, where they appoar
in the guise of grateful peasants, shedd-
ing tears over the sad but noble fate of

/4

Marse Roberts, killed defending their
right to serve in de Wah.

Britain is shrinking, perhaps 't is be-
cause America has. absorbed her, like
the eagIet the yolk of its egg, the
Child'of the imperial womb becoming
Empire itself at the last. If this is
so, then it is in our sea literature that
the metamorphosis may be mapped, the
American Neptuneremerging out of the
rocking cradle of which, WaltepAitman
sang, as Captatin John Smith wading ashore
through the foam, like General MacArthur
an amphibious hero bearing the-name of
a chivalrous king.
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,BY JOHN CLARK PRATT

Ail art depends, we know, upon meta-
phor--the intellectual and emotional
equals-sign that distinguishes an artis-
tic creation from that thing or action,
Neiits referent, which.the work of art're-

ther. Tea flects, stands for, or transcends. Ap

metaphoricreferents, earth, water, air,

nor Coniforeable. Advice: and fire pervade the worl.Ps literature,
and one of these primal elements, water,

../The Elements..in Literature provides in ii-imost impressive manife
tation, the sea, the subject for this '
conference and the papers which follow.

a .

That the sea predominates as elemental
subject and referent in literature
vious; but the search to discover how and
why it does so becomes'aimoSt -as lengthy -

--
and labyrinthine a journey as that of
Odysseus, whose voyage over the seas as
theAGreeks knew them provided a foilfor
all sea-epics which followed: It is not

enough merely to say, as of Everest, that
. the sea is "there"; thus I think that only

by comsidering' the sea in relation to the
other historic eldients can we appreciate
how the worlds writers have seen and,

4 used the sea in their art.

Of the four elements, fire is thq
least interesting in literature simply:
because its appearance is primarily ad-'

jgctival. Although to John Donne in

1611, Galileo and the new philosophy so
called "all' in doubt" that "The element

of fire [was] quite put out," fire's .

literary use'-was not really affected.
Poets have plaCed little emphasis on
this primal element before or since
Dothe's "First Anniversary" except to
represent heat, to signify the damna-

. tionp of an imagined hell, or to trump-

. et the end of the world. The word "fire"

.appears often in literature, but almost

n: per is invested with any properties
metaphoric qualities that are dot

simplist'c, direct, and of course,

25
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consuming and truite warm..
:

al

Earth, however, especially in its
appeirance as "land",--or the land--is
anetheriniatter. Most wobviously the
'Pl'ace.on which people live and where

things har2enin fiction and poetry, the
'earth also has been personified,
fled:, Worshiped, and used symbolically.

the gods were moved film Olympus,

the earth delimited all imagined and real
human or divine beings, with the exist-
ence 41-lades and the home of the im-
mortals made believable only because of
myth, and the physical inaccessibility
to,man. Tradj.tionally,tmell-known parts
of the earth's surface produce, neither
fear nor fable; it has been mainly the
unknown and the untravelled areas which
;11ave affected the poetic imagination. '

A.Consider these geographic locatidhs, for
;instance, in their historic and meta-

` phoric context: the Indies; the New
World; Atlantis; Araby; rlenpatia's
Egypt; the American Frontier; Byzantium;
the "north country" of Chaucer and the

° Beowulf poet; and the,Encharited Isles--
land areas which have been invested with
mythic significance because of the imagi-
nation and the ignorance of man.

W4n discovered and-known, land is
used differently, to provi.le a place fos
the actions of human beings: the Russian
steppes; the prairies of the North Amer-
ican_west; -the rdilinghills df-Appomatox
and Shiloh; the deserts of theTti(10_!::

East: the=jungles of Asia, Africa, and
South America; andtthe snowy northern
wastes. Rarely, however, even in such
classics as War and PN9e, Giants in the
Earth, or The Grapes of Wrath does the
land, sometimes presenting apparently
impassable'obstacles, seem to be more
than massive, locus where things happen.
Oeland, human antagonists clash--and
prevail or fail in the face of earth's
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overwhelming, static presence. One
should note, I think, that it is rarely
the land which is the antagonist: hu-

mans die from cold, ice, fire, or heat- -
none of which causes are of the earth
itself. . To cite some,Adjectives used`
in poetry and fiction; the land "abideth
fdrever,"; it is "goodf° "firm and
stable," or (ter MacBeth) "sure and firm

set." Personified, the earth can be
"niggard" or "gentle "; it i± observed
"listening"; or it can become Mary"

One dia a nal t
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and "lcinely" and of cnurse,"dry, thirsty,
rand parched." Often it'is "barren," an
adjective interestingly hardly ever used
for the sea, and it can be "deep-delved,"
but the majority of writers agree with
William Blake that ultimately, the land
is and should be "green and pleasant."'
Whether seen in masculine or feminine
terms, the land consistently represents
stability in opposition to the transi-
tory or fluctuating nature of every-
thing else on earth.

As an example of this stability, con-
sider the fleeting temporality of the
following prepositional objects whicn
have been used with the phrase "land of

. . .": cotton -- broken hearts` -- dark-
ness -- ferocious heroes -- heart's de-
sire -- lost content -- my d-,ams --
pure delight -- pilgrims' pride --
thought. That all these eoncepts will
pass,but the elemental earth will re-
main is implied by each of these and
many other similar phrases linked with
the word "land."

Of course, things of the earth have
always seen the subject for countless
poems, plays, and fictions.- Aristotle
advocated holding "a mirror up to Na-
ture," a phrase the English Romantics
appropriated and misunderstood in their
minute examination of the English count-
ryside. By the early nineteenth cen-
tury, the poets' love of the picturesque
had given way to their awe.of the vast,
the wild, the untamed in nature, and
this attitude was soon transported to
the NeW World to become part of Turner's
frontier thesis about the formation of
American character. Finally mapped and
obse6red by at least somebody, our earth
has now been relegated to a blasting off
place for much of twentieth-century sci-
ence fiction.

Nevertheless, the use of the land/
earth in creative literature does have
a common basis: this element is sup-'
portive (literally and figuratively) and
above all, stable. The land represents'
so lething one can feel, taste, touch,
heft, sleep on, or,rest in. The land
can provide shelter frOm each or all
of the other elements; it is the creator
of nations and nationalities, even
though, as to the soldier in Hamlet,
wars seem often fought "to gain a lit-
tle patch of ground,/ That hath in it
no profit but the name" (IV, iv). De-
spite what we do to it or on it, for
most writers, the earth endures forever.
"What we call real estate," says Clif-
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ford in The House of the seven Gables,
'The solid ground to bullet a house,on-1-
is the broad foundation on which nearly
all the guilt of the world rests." 4

(Ch. XVII). -

Attitudes toward the air in litera-
ture are quite different, made so I
suspect not only by the nature of the
element but alSo in this century by the
mere fact of manned flight. Although

one can usually see some distinctions .

made by pre-Kitty Ilawk writers between
Air, Sky, and'Heavens, it was fhe usual

custom to treat similarly in creative
literature all aspects .of that element
which was neither land, sea, or fire.
Technically, air was what man breathed,
but phrases such as "of the air," "the
airy Heavens," and "gods th'at wanton in

the air" are metaphoric, not scientific.
The tropopause, as we now know it/ did

not exist: what counted was the sense
of distance created by the'use of these
phrases.

Obviously, no poet or writer of fic-

tion had actually experienced prolonged,
sustained flight before the beginning of
the 20th .Century, but all had looked up.
Unlike those for the earth and sea, how-

./

ever; the wordi tHey used"to describe

the sky understandably derived primarily
from.their sense...of sight. Here ace a

few: the sky was, equal -- pearl-gray --

milky ethereal -- clear -- empty -- This attitude, held by most pilots until

eternal -- starry -- benign -.2 wide -- the present day, obstructs the transmis-

wind-swept. Groundlings all, they af- 'ion of experience through art--with

forded only the breathable air any human the result that much of the literature'

qualities: to Hamlet, the air "bites offlight creates empathy only in the

shrewdly"; to Banquo it is "delicate"; slowly growing numbers of readers who do

VS Thomas Gray's Bard, the air is "troub-, fly or have flown, not only in the cabin

4d," Other artists, both before and but preferably at the controls. To

after the reality of flight, see air as people of the days before manned flight

"keen,U "delicious,"'"homeless," "li- and to most readers today, the sky in-

beral," "living," and the mainstay of deed seems fluid, fickle, intangblp,

most cliches, "free." Not until artists and unforgiving--but this ele,qnt which

began themselves to participate in
aerial flight (William Faulkner, in-
terestingly, was among the first) did the
artistic perception of this third element

begin appreciably-to-chanee--and with
this change arose what fg--d finitely a
perplexing_probleml

This problem is well stated by Charles

Lindbergh:

Science, freedom, beauty, adven-

ture: what more could you ask of

life? Aviation combined all the ele-

ments I loved I began to feel _

it44 offier eletnen4 eregeb
maim acs does die sea?

, that I lived on a higher plane than
the skeptics of the ground; one nat
was richer because of its very-asso-
ciation with the element of danger
they dreaded, because it was freer of
the earth to which they were bound.

In flying, I tasted a wine of the
'gods of which ;,hey could know nothing.

(italics mine)`

-1
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is neither earth, water, or fire can be
experienc-ed only vicariously by ground-

lings who are, I must add, also the pri-

mary buyers of books. And they buy few
books about flight. °Antoine de'St. Exu-
Ory, Anne Morrow Lindbergh, Richard
Bach, Giro (pseudonym), Randall Jarrell,
and other pilot/poets of distinction
shavelg extremely select appeal because
the guage they use is not in the com-
mon vocabulary. Such words as pitch,
airfoil, immelman, split-S, C- force,
mach, true af.rspeed, dive, pickle, and
prang are not only technical 6-i- slang
expressions of the pilot's experience
but they are also much of the experience
itself. As such, these words have mean-
ing primarily to those who have learned
the specialized language by participa-
tion. Non-pilots know only how to watch
seagulls (and I do not mean to present
a pejorative implication); hence Richar,d
Bach's worst creation has received the
greatest public acclaim.

As do the land -and the sea, the air/,
sky provides an opportunity in contemp-
orary literature to present a Microcosm;
like the Pequod or Thor Heyerdahl's
reed boat, an aircraft can contain
either a group or an individual study

of struggle. Unfortunately for last-
ing art,however, such popular novels
as The High and the Mighty and Airport

could just as well take place (and in-
deed have taken place) upon a railroad
train or a ship; and serious attempts
such as those of Muriel Rukeyser and
Randall Jarrell perhaps fall not on deaf

but understandably ignorant ears. Says

Rukeyser in "The Structure of the
Plane":

FLY and the footbeat of that drum
_'may.not be contradicted

must be mine 4

must be made ours, say the brothers

21)
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Wright togethei
although the
been invited
December

in order 'to see

fly.3

general public had
few dared a cold

another plane not

Noble sentiments; good insight; but
poetry often satisfies neither those
who do fly nor those who watch to see
planes suddenly not fly. A sample of
my own verse also.oxemplifies the prob-
lem. Describing an aspect of the Viet-
nam war, a poet in my novel TheLaotian
.Pagments writes that although most
modern pilots have become "aireondi-
tioned,"

There are still a few who strap into
small birds,
Call "Clear," cough from backfire
smoke,
Groan off the ground and shudder sky-
ward,
Bombs rigged with baling wire and

, wood blocks,
Hangift upon a prop.4

Pilots have told me they really dig this
stanza--no non-flyer has ever noted it.

Used in conjunction with other ele-
ments,..the air/sky can be presented at
its destructive and uncaring best; but
the bi-eleMental tornado, cyclone, or
hurricane when seen in literature does
not seem to connote the massiveness of
an earthquake, a flood, or a tidal wave,
each of which appears as an extreme
manifestation of a single element which
man can neither understand nor quite
control.

Of the four elements, it is water
which has prevailed in man's imagina-
tion. From Steinbeck's of the
tide pool as microcosm of all life to

16. ,30

the immensity and fecundity of MelVille's
whale-spawning ocean, the sea has repre-
sented all things to all artists. The
sea is life-giving and life-taking, yet
because it is at once a clear, harmless_
fluid, it can be physiologically sensed
by anyone. Perhaps feeling, though
not understanding his origins, batra-
chian man has composed The Odyssey, the
Tales of Sinbad, stories of Columbus,
The Tempest, Robinson Crusoe, and hun-

dreds of other novels, stories, and
poems which depend upon and derive from
the sea. Whdt other element creates

authors as does the sea? Melville,
Cooper, Conrad, Dana - -and lessee writers

such as C. S. Forester, Jules Verne,
Kenneth Roberts, and Nicholas.Monsarrat,
to,name but a few, are known in great
part as "sea writers."

Not only titles bvt characters have
been spawned by the sea: Odysseus,,
Jonah, the Ancient Mariner, Captain
Bligh, Captain Ahab, Captain Nemo, Cap-
tain Queeg--there are a lot of captains,
aren't there? The sea has been a creat-
or of heroes, of figures larger than
life whose command and control of lesser

'mortals in the microcosms of their ships
have given rise to the finest ofTic-
tions.

In all writing of the sea and its
people, certain attributes predominate.
All things to all men, the sea has leen
described in the following terms: age-
less -- silent -- eternal -- silver --
inviolate -- wrinkled -- boundless --
everlasting -- immortal -- unscilable --
lapsing -- unsounded -- rough -- un-
resting --monotonous -- dangerous --
perfumed -- engulfing -- open -- shore-
less -- labouring -- and of course,
cruel. Similar in their descriptive
quality to the words associated with the
land, these adjectives show only part
of the attention given to the'sea. Most -
interesting, I think, are the personi-
fications which attest to the human
qualities of this element: Much more
often than does aivor land, the sea
"whispers." It is "lonely," "rude,"
'desperate," "triumphant," "indifferent,"
"murmuring," "faithless," and over and
over again, "cruel." The sea can grow.
either "stormy" or "civil," and, as in
Webster's White Devil, can "laugh, Show
white, when rocks are near." (V, vi).
With these and other human attributes,
the sea can generate a power, often
personified as intentional, against which
no human being can prevail. Unlike the
vastness of space which can cause death
mainly as a result of man's ignorance,

the sea,'impassioned and powerful, can
willfully destroy.

More than the other elements, the
sea seems to have symbolized power and
force to most writers, perhaps because
the sea can be either masculine, feminine,
or neuter, depending upon language, mood,
nd the perception of the poet. If the

.concept of Mother'Earth found gymnastic
Fruition in Joyce Kilnier's "tree whose
hungry mouth is prest / Against the
earth's sweet flowing breast," the ma-
ternal nature of the rea has cer ainly
predominated as well. But it has not
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always done so. Even thedgh Shakespeare
and Swinburne, for instance, can refer
conventionally to the "losom of ,the sea"
and the "great sweet mother,/ MAher and
lover of men," a few disagree. Accord-

ing to one minor author,

The sea has always been a seducer,
a careless lying fellow, not lemi-

4-
nine, as many writers imagine, but
strongly masculine in its allurement.
The king of the sea, with his whisk-
ers of weed and his trident of dol=
phins, fruly represents the main and

gives it character. The sea, like a

great sultan, supports thousands of
ships, his lawful wives. These he

caresses and chastises as the case

may be. This explains the feminine
gender of all proper vessels.5

Perhaps, after all, the reasons for the

sea's appeal are rather basic: first,

the sea is three-dimdriSional, with a
--definable zurface=afi# -boundaries,_yet_ _

it possesses unplumbefdepths; second,

the sea with its varied moods can be
presented better in human terms than
any of the other elements, and, like
living beings, also comes in all shapes
and Sizes; third, the feeling of the
sea can be experienced in some form by
anyone--indeed, even a conch shell held
to the ear provides the sound, and, some

say, tht sea's windrush; and last, part-

icularly relevant in our technological
age, there are times when all man's ex-

'pertise cannot prevail against the dyna-

mism of the sea. No other element,- I

think, has presented and still presents

such a challenge.

What becomes most interesting. I

think, is the way elements are meta-
phirically fused by many writers. To

Gerard Manly Hopkins, the air is matern-
al, but in it, man becomes an island,
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as in the ocean. Hopkins addresses this

element as follows:. "World-mothering
air, air wild,/ Wound with thee, in thee
isled/ Fold home, fast fold thy child."

To Shelley, a cloud is "the daughter of
Earth and Water,/ And the nursling of

the sky." Tennygon in "Locksley Hall"

envisions that not only would the "heav-

ens fill with commerce, argosies of
magic sails" but that there would be also
"Pilots,of the purple twilight, dropping
down with costly bales." Sadly, he also

Iv 1 gay&

foresaw "the nations' airy navies grap-
pling.in the central.blue;" (1.119f.)
Even T. S. Eliot uses a combinative met-
aphor in "Ash-Wednesday," describing how
"The white sails still fly seaward, sea-
ward flying,/ Unbroken wings." (VI, 11.
9-10) Of all the juxtaposed thoughts,
perhaps my favorite is the axiom usually
seen framed in ready rooms of pilot
training squadrons. It reads, "Gentle-

men: do not forget that the sky, like
the sea, is not inherently dangerous- -
but like the .waters below, it is terri-
bly unforgiving of carelessness, stu-
pidity or neglect."

I am certain that the land, air, and
sea will continue to provide inspira-

tion for the writers of the world, but
we still wait, I think, for the novelist,

poet or filmmaker (a drama, I believe,

is improbable) to provide,us with truly
great literature of the air to match that

of the land and sea. "The poetry of

earth is never dead," said Keats'in his
sonnet "On the Grasshopper and the Crick-
et"--a truism which deserves no argu-
ment. Neither will the "poetry" of the

sea ever die. So far, however, the fact
of flight seems to have produced not
literature about the sky itself, .but

works which enable their authors to .

comment on the earth or sea below. Per-

haps no one has yet really been able to
follow Wolfgang Langewiesche's instruc-'
tion to "let go of his nervous hold on
the ground and abandon himself to the
air"--to think of himself " of as a part

of the landscape, but as part of the
wind that blows across it"6--and then to
write about the air/sky in language
s,
which non-flyers can really understand.

To do so may be an impossible task,
given the emotionally parri-CIpatory-na

. tura of fictive and poetic metaphor.
.

I doubt, then, if the medium of
flight will ever become to readers what

the sea has been and will, I suspect,

continue to be. The technology which
gave birth to flight suppresses meta- *

phor, the essence of all art. Radar,'.

nor instance, is nor-experiential. It

can only be understwd--and for a poet/
pilot to speculate or take notes upon
the meaning of a radar landing approach
in weather during the act of doing so
could'well be fatal. Recollecting,in
tranquillity, only a few haye succeeded.
St Exupery, Malraux, and Randall Jarrell
come to mind, as:does Richard Bach, de-
spite Jonathan Livington Seagull. Lis-

ter to Bach's description of a jet fight-

er entering a thunderstorm:
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Flash to the left, alter course 10
degrees right. Flash behind the -

right wing, foi-get about it. Flash-
FLASH directly'brilliantly ahead and
the instrument panel goes feature
less and white. There is ne dodging
this one. . .

The storm, in quick sudden hard
cold fury, grips my airplane in its

jaws.and shakes it'as a furious ter-
rier shakes a rat. .Right glove is
tight'on the stick. Instrument panel,
shock-mounted,slams into blur. The
tin horizon whips from instant 30-
degree left bank to an instant 60-
degree right bank. That is not pos-
sible. A storm is only air.

Left glove, throttle full forward.
My airplane, is slow motion, yaws
dully to the left. Right rudder,
hard. Like a crash landing on a
deep-rutted rock trail. Yaw tb the
right. My airplane has been
drugged, she will not respond. Vi-

cious left rudder!

I hear the airplane shaking. I

cannot hear the engine. Stick and
rudders are useless moving pieces of
metal. I cannot control my airplane.
But throttle, I need the throttles
What is wrong?

Ice. The intake vanes are icing,
and the engine is not getting air. I

see intake clogged in grey ice. Flash
and FLASH the bolt is a brilliant
snake of incandescent noon-white sun
in the dark. I cannot see . . . the
windscreen is caked with grey ice and
bright blue fire. I have never seen
the fire so brightly blue. My wings
are white. I am h..,avy with ice and I
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am falling and the worst part of ,a
thunderstorm is at the lowest alti-
tudes. . . .

The storm is a wild horse of-the
desert that has suddenly discovered
a monster on its back. It is in a
frenzy to rid. itself of me and it
strikes with shocks so fast they can-
not be seen. . . . I am a knight'
smashed from his square and thrown
to the side of his chessboard.7

Suddenly, "the terrier flings the rat
free" and "the air is instantly smooth,
and soft as layered smoke." The pilot
has passed through the storm. The night,
is now serene.

One should note, I think, Bach's use
of juxtaposed metaphor in this passage.
His referents are ol the earth and sea,
those elements which elery person knows.
Terriers and rats, deep-rutted trails,
ice, wild horses, the hurricane, even
the game of chess--these we can experi-
ence, share, and perhaps even understand
Having flown through thunderstorms my-
self, I can also commend the accuracy
of Bach's prose.

Few writers about flight succeed so
well; therefore, I sutpect that the land
and sea, especially the sea, will con-
tinue to predominate as subject and
metaphor in literature. Because of our
human limitations, most people cannot
fly and write as Bach has done, but at
least we can try to emulate John Keats,
who best for me epitomizes the artist's
attitude toward and his use of any ele-
ment in art. For his long poem Endymion,
Keats claimed, "I leaped headlong into
the Sea, and thereby have become better
acquainted with the Soundings, the
quicksands, & the rocks, than if I had
stayed upon the green shore, and piped

a silly pipe, and took tea & comfortable
advice."

How other human beings,:scientists
as well as writers, have lept literally
and figuratively "headlong into the sea"'
is the subject of the papers which-fol-
low. This essay has been one means-of
launching forth.

1

1Rather than attempt to document.each
appearance of these words, I refer the
interested reader to any large dictionary
of quotations such as Bartlett's or
Seldes'.

2The Spirit of St. Louis, New York:
Charles 8cribner's Sons (1953) pp.
261-2.

3Rpt. in The Poetry of Flight, ed. Seld-
en Rodman, New York: Duell, Sloan and
Pearce (1941) p. 97.

4New York: the Viking Press (1974)
pp. 117-8.

'Felix Riesenberg, Vignettes of the Sea,.
Quoted in John Bartlett, Familiar Quo-
tations (1953) p. 904.

6Quoted in The Poetry of Flight, p. vi.

7Stranger to the Ground, New York:
Harper & Row (1963) pp. 151-3.

Letter to James 'ugustus Hessey, Octo-
ber 9, 1818.
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Since the Days of Aristotle
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BY JOEL W. HEDGPETH

While scientists refer to the pub-
lished material concerning their disci-

pline as "the literature ", this does not
necessarily mean "literature" in the

sense of having a dimension beyond, the

immediate meaning. Some, of Ehe writings

of scientists about their subject is also,
literaturein this higher sense, lner
esting reading for its own sake, as v11
as for the facts beitg elucidited or the

theories expounded.
°

The first great figure of, science in
our Western tradition is of course Aris-

totle, but we cannot be sure whether he
was as great a write as as he was a scien-

tist or philosopher,because it appears

that much of whet is attributid to
Aristotle is based on lecture noses by

his students. ost professors would
.feel very uncomfortable if they sus-
pected that their reputation for all
time might bebased on notes taken by
their students, 'and while that may be

the case with Aristotle, nevertheless
some things come through so loud and
clear that they cannot but have been
written by a superior mind, or careful-
ly taken down for the record. To Aris-

totle, all nature was marvelous and
beautiful, and worthy of study, as tes-
tified by that famous passage, in the
Fifth part of De Vartibus
". . . for though there are animals
which have ne attractiveness for the
senses, yet for the eye of science, for

the student who is naturally of_a philo-
sophic spirit and can discern the causes
of things, Nature which fashioned them
provides joys' which cannot be measured

. . . in all natural things there is

somewhat of the marvellous." One should

study the thing as a whole, and not the
parts separate from the whole, and, above

all: ". . . in the works of Nature, nur-
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pose-pr end for the sake of which these
works--havessbeen constructed or formed has

S-place among what Is beautiful." Yet,

aSAr4sibt16, to Whom we owe the essence
4f-,the.Scientifie approach to nature,
said: '''"Bdtthe facts haVe,not yet been
.fulidscertained; and if at any future
time they_are ascertained, then credence.
MOSi--be given.to the direct evidence of

the: senses rather than to theories- -and
to theories too, provided that the re-
sults which they show agree with what is
observed:" There has not been a better
statement of the scientific method.

The, biological writing; of Aristotle
are heavily flavored with descriptions
and accounts of anithals.of,the sea; in
a real sense, the observation and writ-

' ing about the life of the sea began with
'Aristotle. We do not find similar empha-
sis in literature for several hundred .

years, until we come to the Halieutica
of Oppian, written apparently during the .

second century A. D'. We do not know
anything about Oppian, and probably he
was not a scientist in the sense of
Aristotle, but if anything an economic
biblogist, and insofar as the Haiieutica

. is concerned, a fisheries biologist. It

is in this writing of Oppian that we find
the first expression.of the concern for
the comparative productivity of the sea
and the land that is one of the major
concerns of the Sea Grant program in
these days:

But, since the sea is infinite and

L of unmeasured depth, many things are
hidden, and ofthese dark things none

! that is mortal can tell; for small
are the understanding and the 5trcngth
of men. The briny sea feeds not, I

ween, fewer herds nor lesser tribes
than earih, mother of many. But

whether the tale of offspring be
debatable between them both, or wheth-
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er one excels the other: the goas:know
certainly, but we must make our rec-
koning by human wits.

(Halieutica,..I, 88-92.)

Unfortunately, Oppian has never been
adequately translated, into English at
least, as poetry, except for the usually
meticulous Loeb Classics prose version
by A. W. Mair of 1928. -The translation
of the Halieutica begun by the unfortu-
nate minor poet, William Diaper (who
died in 1717) and completed by John Jones

mut saw* di5ervation
and me othaa Vie
tid as utlikAr- tf

and published in 1722, was, in the tradi-
tion of the day, padded with - extraneous

matter by the translator as well as be-
ing wildly inaccurate. Oppian did not
say, as Diaper did, that we must not
speculate ppon the limits of production
in the sea. Yet, William Diaper is
worth consideration for a modest, place
in the literature of the sea because
ie invented the marine counprpart of
the then fashionable pastoral, the
Nereides or "sea-eclogues", delightful
concoctions of fancy and fact, of
juicy oysters and luscious prawns and
oddities from an imaginary sea:

While hoary Phorcy8 sat on floating
Weed,

And slowly drove th' unwilling herd
to feed.

Attend, ye Fish, and all around me
throng,
While I repeat the Nymph's altennatot
Song.

.

It would be pleasant to dwell more up-
on Diaper's odd conceits, and the even
more delightful and similar extrava-
gances of Erasmus Darwin, a generation
later, but we are in danger of bypass-
ing our essential theme. Whatever
sources Diaper used, they were nht scien-
tific and often'noi even very good na-
tural history, and his attempt to lead
English literature into pastoral excur-
sions among sea weeds and tidal flats
came to naught.'

The greatest poet of the sea was a
sailor, a keen observer, especially of
meteorological phenomena and a creator
of myth in his own right: Luis Vaz de
Cues (Camoens). He sailed in the wake
of Vasco da Gama to India and during his
adventures wrote the Dal-ads, which was
pdblished in 1572, when Shakespeare was
eight years old. Again, alas, wehave-
no adequate English` translation;' few
poets of talent. have attempted to trans-

late the Eueiads, and Camoens has 0-
mained a poet to be sought out. M 1-
ville knew"Camoens well, albeit fr m the
often wildly inaccurate translatio by
William Julius Mickle, who added 1 ngthy
passages of his own invention her and

there, 'so muchso that Dr. Johnso knew

him as "the most unfaithfill,of al
translators". Indeed, an entire -ea
battle was invented by the transl for
to please himself. Be all this

s'itmay, Mickle's defense of Camoens
against Voltaire's philistinic a tacks
.kalso based on bad translation) vident-
ly convinced Melville that he wa a

kindred spirit of Camoens (as in eed he
was).
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But to get back to Camoens himself.
After describing the-action of the water-

spout in vivid and accurate detail in the
Fifth,Canto, Camoens invites his learned
contemporaries 'to write of these marvel-

-lous secrets of nature and, in the fol
lowing- 'stanza, how wonderful it would

have been had ancient philosophers gone
to sea to 'study its ilhenomena and write

about their observations. This to me is

a clear challenge to the learned men of

Camoens' day to go forth and observe the
sea, which they did not do for exactly'
three hundred years after the Lusiads:

Se os antigos FilOsofos, que andaram
Tantas terras, por ver segredos delas,
As maravilhas que eu passei, passaram,

A ,tao diversos ventos dando as velas,

Que grandes escYituras que deixaram!.
Que influidio de sinos e de estrelas!

Que estranhezas, que grandes

qualidades!
E tudo sem mentir, puras verdades!

Lusiads, V. 23.

If old Philosophers, who travelled

through 0

So many lands, her secrets out to
Had viewed the miracles which I did
view,
Had sailed with so many winds as I,
Whatritings had they left behind)
What new,
Both'stars and signs, bequeathed to
us!

What strong influxes! What hid

qualities!
And-all pure truths, without allay
of lies!

(Richard Fanshawe, 1655.)

The Lusiads was publfshl in 1572,

and it was in 1872 that the Challenger
set sail with a load of philosophers to
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study the phenomena of the sea. in a voy

age of circumnavigation. By that .

however, there was a much more direct
relation between the study of the cre4-.,-'

tures of the sea and literature, demon-

strated first by Coleridge's "Ancient .

Mariner" and later by the flowering of

$'eashore books. As John Myingoston Lowe

so abundantly demoastratQc1,-Coleridge

ransacked the travel and saientificlit-
erature of his day and from this omni-

vorous habit of reading, and of going

back to the sources lae authors that
he read, there came by e alchemy of

A46, no one yokfil /ow
oirk femarck

"imoiraf4

his mind, apparently without deliberate
intent (at least at the beginning), our
greatest English poem of the sea. The

first version was written before Cole-
ridge had ever sailed on the sea, which
is indication enough of the influence of
science on literature, including to some
extent even the delightfully didactic
verse of Dr. Erasmus Darwin. Coleridge,

whb met Dr. Darwin and later decided that
his verse was nauseating, yet neverthe-
less commented in his notebook, "it ar-
rests the attention too often". AS in-

deed it does; although it concerns the
sea ani its life only incidentally, -tlic

are such deathless passages as:

Admiring Tritons sound their twisted
shells;
CharM'd o'er the car pursuing Cupid's

0

-sweep,
Their snow-white pinions twinkling in

the deep;`
."And, as the lustre of her eye she

turns,
Soft sighs the Gale; and amorous

' Ocean-burns.

.(The'Botanic Garden.)*

Up to the time of Coleridge-, knowledge

ofthe sea came from mariners and travel-

lers: whether lhoy wrote as adventurers
about'their travel's aid experlences, or

as poets committing themselves to verse.

,It was a Contemporary of Coleridge, only

. seven years his junior, who was in the

vanguard of theeritical, observing
natafalists who brought their knowledge
of the.sea to the reading table of both
scientist and ordinary 'reader. This was

0. Vaughan Thompson, of whom weknow lit-

tle, .other.thal that he was a medical
manlike EraMuTOarwipbut unlike him

a critical obseveernatyre in the sea.

\Between 1828 and 1834, while Deputy In-

, spector of Hospitals at ark, 'Thompson

published, at his own expense, a serieSi

of five memoirs concerning "nondescript',

or imperfectly known animals". All of

these five memoirs are basic contribu-
tions to marine biology, on such matters

as the life cycles of crabs and barn-

acles, of the nature of crinoids and

bryozoa. Each'one would be considered
an adequate basis for a doctoral thesis

in our time. In that memoir in which he

established the crustacean nature of
barnacles (some thought them to be re-

lated vaguel to nnaill or clams in those

*Those eager to make.the'acquaintance of
Dr. Darwin's verse should be pleased to
know that both "The Botanic Garden" and
"Temple of Nature" have been reprinted

by the Scolar Press (London).
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days), we find a remarkable statement of
the naturalist's approach:

"The facts about to be laid open'
in regard to the Cirripedes are of 0
so extraordinary and novel a nature,
that they would hardly gain credence
did they nottproceed from some re-
spectable squrce, or were they not
placed within the power of every
Naturalist to satisfy himself of
their correctness without any re-
markable degree of trouble. They
were partly, like many other in-_
teresting discoveries, the result of
chance rather than of design and in-
dustry, and were at the same time
accompanied by so many interesting
circumstances as to render memorable
the day 'on which they first presebted
themselves to the notice of the auth-
or. On that day, April 28, 1823,
devoted to the investigation of some
marine productions, he was returning
home without any addition to the stock
of knowledge, when casually throwing
out a small muslin towing net on
crossing the Ferry at Passage, such a
capture ofminute animals was made as
furnished a treat which few can ever
expect to meet, and could hardly be
excelled for the variety, rarity, and
interesting nature of the animals
taken."
The spirit of friendly, leisurely

writing about life in the country and
the every-day doings of birds, fishes,
insects and the passing vagaries of the
weather was introduced to English lit-
erature by Gilbert White's "Natural
History of Selborne", in 1789, and this
tradition of nature writing flourished
in England throughout most of the 19th
Century. As E, D. H. Johnson reminds us
in the introduction to his anthology,
"The Poetry of Earth!! (1974), this kind
Of writing'arose from the settled manner
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of life of the times 'and the unsophisti-
cated delight in the commonplace things

_.of nature. The best known exponent of
this genre for the seashore was Philip
Henry Gosse, whose "Naturalist's Rambles
on the Devonshire Coast" (1853) set a
standard for careful, original obser-
vation presented in a fresh and direct
way. Inunensely400pular in his own days,
and perhaps responsible (so both,he and
his son Edmund thought) for some of the
destruction of that fauna of the shore
they so loved, Gosse deserves to be re-
vived in our own times. He set a stand-

and for illustration by the author him-
self that has not often beeequalled;
photography is such an easy and essen-
tially lazy way of illustration that

.too often we forget what we are really
looking at. He exemplifies the ideal
popularizer: an original researcher in
his own right, recognized by his peers
(he became F. R. S.), careful to state
the facts as he paw and understood them,
and he has stated his calling well:

"If it should be objected that -
to treat of the facts which science
reveals to us, in any other manner
than that technical measured style,

which aims not at conveying any
pleasurable emotions beyond the mere
acquisition of knowledge, and is
therefore satisfied with being cold-
ly correct - is to degrade science
below its proper dignity,-I would
modestly reply that I think otherwise.
That the increase of knowledge is in
itself a pleasure to a healthy mind
is surely true; but is there not in
our hearts a chord that thrills in
response to the beautiful, the joy-
ous, the perfect, in Nature? I aim
to convey to my reader, to reflect,
as it were, the complacency which is
produced in my own mind by the con-
'templation of the excellence im-
pressed on everything which God has
created."

Gosse, despite or perhaps because of
his devoutness, appealed to the spirit
of the years just before "The Origin of
Species", but his extremely conservative
religious faith became the direct cause
of one of the great biographies in the
English language: "Father and Son", by
Edmund Gosse. It is a sad and moving
story of two divergent temperaments,
but of course it is only a coincidence
that this book is related in any way
to the Study,of the sea. Interestingly
enough, there seems to be may one other.,
book in English about a marine biologist,
and that is of course "Cannery Row" by
John Steinbeck, and that is a very dif-
ferent story indeed.

Gosse was essentially an amateur as
he held no post in biology and supported
himself by his writings, although his
?rofessional competence was acknowledged
by his contemporaries. A different kind
of amateur was the literary critic and
:hilosopher, George Henry Lewes, best
remembered as the consort of George
Lliot. He also wrote a sea-side book,
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strongly physiological in tone, but stud-
ded with purple passages rich in all the
adjectives traditionally applied to the

sea. The most memorable passage in this
book, "Seaside Studies at Ilfracombe,
Tenb,y, etc." (1858) concerns the fasci-
tuition of the sea:.

"The fact is, the sea is a passion.'
Its fascination, like all true fasci-
nation, makes us reckless of conse
quences. The sea is like a woman:
she lures us, and we run madly after
her; she ill-uses us, and we adore
her; beautiful, capricious, tender,
and terrible! There is no satiety
in this love; there never is satiety
n true affection. The sea is the
first thing which meets my eyes in
the morning, placidly sunning her-
self under my window; her many voices
beckoning me, her gently-heaving
breast alluring me, her face beam-
ing with unutterable delight. All

through the day I wanton with her;
and the last thing at night, I see

the long shimmering track of light
from the distant beacon thrown
across her tranquil surface - dark
now, and'solemn, made more desolate
by the dark and silent hulls of
anchored vessels, but beautiful
even in her sombre and forlorn con-

ditiOn. I hear her mighty sighs
answering the wailing night-winds.
She lures me to he I cannot go

to bed."

One cannot bdt wonder what George
Eliot thoughtkof this passage.

The influential "professional"
figure of the early 19th Century, the
government bureau man and later uni-
versity professor, was Edward Forbes,
the Manxman. He obviously had a charis-

ma that swayed audiences at scientific
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meetings and in no small measure he in-
euenced the eventual authorization of
the Challenger Expedition twenty years
after his death. But he also-wrote in -

a lively and refreshing style that was
welcomed by amateur and professional

alike. We find, in his posthumously
published "The Natural History of the
European Seas a sentiment many con-

temporary writers of scientific works
have either forgotten or never known:,

e
"In this age of volumes, a man had

needs offer a good -excuse'before add-
in:, a new book, even though it be t

small one, to the heap already accum-
ulated. He should either have sonic-
thing fresh to say, or be able to
tell that which is old in a new and
pleasanter way."' (1859)

Alas, no one would now think of at-
tempting to write research monographs
pleasantly; the pleasing anecdotal style
of the early Victorian sea-side writers
is entombed in their dusty, shelf-worn
volumes left stranded in libraries and
second-hand book stores: This stile, as

far as writing about the sea is &on-

cerned, began to wane after the heavy
barrage of facts in "The Origin of the
Species", and, apparently, it became
more appropriate to be severely factual
and closely logical, As a result, such
a work as C. Wyville Thomson's "The
Depths of the Sea" (1873) is more of
historical than literary interest, in
spite of its significance as an account
of the events before the Challenger
Expedition.

Nor did the great experience of:the
Challenger Expedition itself, produce a

memorable journal. That of,the natural-
ist H. N. Moseley is so detailed it is
dull,.and in any event' concerns mostly
the observations and experiences while
on shore leave, for more than 500 close-
ly printed pages. From the 1870's on.
and in fact until after the First World
War, the literature of the sea-side was
in its doldrums or lost among the horse
latitudes of hack writers and recyclers
of older books. Strangely enough, it

was in these times that a Polish sea
captain began writing in English, with
"Altmayer's Folly" in 1895, a great series
of stories about man and the sea.

We do not find again any first rate
writing by scientists about their ex-
perience with the life and ways of the
sea until William Beebe, a student of
birds and jungles, turned to the sea in

the 1920's. People were again eager to
read about the sea, and his first book
about the sea, "Galapagos, World's End".
appeared in 1924, followed by "Arcturus
Adventure" (1926) and "Beneath Tropic
Seas" (1928). This book concerned div-
ing experiences- in waters around Haiti,
and was the -forerunner of a vast host

of books by and about divers made pos-
sible by the apparatus invented during
World War II-by Captain Cousteau and
Emile Gagnan. There were several other
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books; by far the most notable is "Half
Ale Down", for it is a story of danger
and adventure by the man 4o experienced
it' (how dangerous, Beebe may have never
realized, even after looking at the
photograph of the,winch with only 15 or
so turns of cable left on the drum).
Many readers were fascinated by this ac-
count, including Thomas Mann, who copied
parts of it almost verbatim, except for
an odd mixture of metric dimensions and
English weights, as part-of a-dream fan-
tasy in Chapter 27 Of DD. Faustus. In-

terestingly enough, Thomas Mann's,daugh-s.

ter, Elisabeth Mann Borgese, is a writer
of books abodt the sea, most recently of
a very handsome coffee table book, "The
Drama of the Oceans".

William Beebe was the Captain Cous-
teau of our gdneration in his power to
capture the imagination of everyone

by his activities. His books turned
many of us toward the sea, although in,
my'case there was also that marvelous
old hack work in my grandfather's li-
brary, J. W. Buel's "Sea and Land",
whose solid calf binding sulgested that
it had escaped from his law office ac-
cross the bay in San Francisco. Perhaps
there have been more copies of Rachel
Carson's "The Sea Around Us" published
than all of Dr. Beehe's hooks; certainly

;he also has been a great influence, al-
hough she was not a practicing scientist
-nd her appeal has been through her writ-
'ng, not as an example of an active,
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knowledgable scientist as Dr. Beebe
seemed to us when we were young, or P.
H. Gossein his day, and C. M. ronge
in England, in these days.

Many who have a.taste for philosophy
with their scientific seafaring have
cherished their copies of John Stein-
beck and Ed Ricketts' "Sea of Cortez"
(1941), or the appendectomized "Log of
the Sea of Cortez." Originally criti-
cized by an unsympathetic reviewer as
a sort of "chopping" of science, philo-
sophy and travel, it has outlived such
disdain and in its shorter version is to
be found an the shelf of almost every
marine biologist in the land. Aristotle
would probably have enjoyed it.

As for Captain Cousteai', who has con-
vinced so many admirers that the study
of the sea is diving into it and touch-
ing its creatures with your own .ands,
there is something about his later cs:lays,.

that brings to mind Captain Nemo of the
Nautilus. Both captains sail ships that
belong to no nation; Captain Nemo sailed
about in his submarine, supporting him-
self with plunder from the sea and
wreaking mysterious vengeance upon some
nameless nation, but Captain Cousteau
lives off his motion pictures and the
proceeds of his own society. Both of
them ,eem to have. about the same level
of scientific sophistication. Captain
Nemo's came from French seashore books

of the 18511's - 1860's (and the French
had their purpose prose artist, Jules
Micheiet) as read by Jules Verne for
"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" (1870)
and now and then it sounds as if Cap-
tail. Cousteau has not gone much beyond
his own boyhood reading of the book or
for that matter, beyond those harrowing
scenes with the octupus in the cave in
Victor Hugo's Toile's of the Sea.

Although writing about the life and
science of the sea has nor always reach-
ed the heights of literature, much of it
has, and its influence on the literary
imagination is yet to be adequately
traced. There has never beep a dearth
'of such,books now for more than 125
years; all of us can experience the sea
from them and many of us can remember
some favorite that influenced us to go
down to the sea and study its ways. It

may have been Dr. Becbe's highsadventure
in the da,kness of the deeps or Captain
Cousteau's plunges with a device avail-
able to every man healthy (if not always
careful) enough to use it, or the modest,
pleasant words of some guide to the
creatures between the tides. All of
them, in their various ways, are invi-
tations to look into the sea and to
emulate that ancient philosopher who,
as the firt marine biologist, saw so
much in the clear waters around the
Island of Lesbos more than 2300 years
ago.
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The Sea, The Marine Mystique,
and the Challenge

to the Scientific Paradigm

BY JOHN D. ISAACS

My discussion is going to be of a some-
what less laudatory nature than apparent-
ly is common to discussions of science
and literature of the son I am going

to talk about how the-Marine Mystique,
aided and abetted by literature, has
fouled up Marine Science. I do not in-

tend to present the sea in a calm mood
with a gently and smoothly undulating
discussion, disturbed only by gales so
distant as to fall in another hemis-
phere and another time. Bather, I ex-

pect it to stormandsurge--cr-bri-t-,-Thrd

----a some of the spume stings, it may only
be because in 20 mutes or so I can-
not smooth all of the sharp points- -

alternatively, the epidermis may be ten-

der.

I will have only time for a few scat-
tered references to my favorite liter-
ary roots of marine thinking that I ad-
mire, as the first squall builds over
features that are not admirable.

For my s'attering:

Is it not curious that Aristotle could
be convinced of the existence of the
Southern Hemisphere and a second cold
pole, when all he conceivably night have
observed leas .the curve of the earth's
shadow slicing the eclipsing moon.? Thus,

although he unerringly understood what he
had never observed, he often fumbled
meaninglessly in his efforts to explain
what he could observe--the earth's hydro-
logic cycle of evaporation and rainfall
and "why the sea is salt", for example.

Fourteenth century Dante knew'also of
the "other pole", with its four stars
',the Southern Cross), "unseen by mortals

since the first mankind". Was it Marco

Polo who brought his knowledge, or were

:there more ancientiebservers, the Egyp-

-o
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tian,circumnavigators Of Africa, per-
,halis,-iyho.passed dawn this knowledge for."
thirty,Uniecorded centuries?

.

tieBible.speaks frequently of the .

sei;_for example, "that which is far off
..and -yery.deep," and the four mysteries

"that ,surpasseth understanding." But

why in-the creation of the world were
the waters ' d-to-ex. ea y

e ore the first creative step--"before
the creation of light itself", as Conrad
says? Lao Tsu and the Polynesian tales
of Creation, and the Kalevela, also, for
that matter, conceive of the waters as
the "form yet unformed"--the primal
stuff--not the substance but rather the
unparticipating matriX within which the
creation unfolded--as we are wont to mis-
conceive of extra-galactal space, or,
better perhaps, of the infinities of
finite spaces that our universe newly
and forever embraces in its implacable 1

expansion. :

1 admire also great epic poems as the
Odessey or the Kalevela, with their sharp
conceptions and misconceptions og the
sea--the great Finnish epic in particu-
lar--the building of the boat from a
spindle (Sibelius' theme) with a moun:
tain crag as a chisel--irqn,"personi-
fled, turning against its master, the
Promethian man-god, Vanamoinen, twist-
ing and seeking the fources, snrings and
courses of its master's blood, the sea
incarnadine--a reminder of our own unre-
strainable industry, perhaps.

I am fascinated also by the revela-
tion in the notebooks of Leonardo da
Vinci--artist, researching for his mast-
erpiece "The Dlog ' and sl,',41y trans-
mt.t.d into da Gissuaded

of any universal inunOal a Vinci,

who casually refer. to the
Straits of Gilbralta_ tar. okep through"
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as tnough It were the common understan-N
ing of the times.

Indeed, much.bf what we now conceive

of as modern discoveries were relatively
common concepts of the past -- continental

drift,for example. The past had its
misconceptions, too,,and in abundanc

Limes less-enlight-
ened times--which brings me to my prin-
cipal raison d'atre at this conference.

An implicit theme of science and lit-

erature (and, for that matter, of eco-
nomics, law, religion, philosophy, poli=
tical science, sociology and other engi-
neering) is that there exists an under-
lying order aid certainty--a divinity
that shapes our ends"--can we but dis-

cern it. The ultimate aim of modern
science palpably is still that of the
alchemist--penetration to the ultimate

immutable quintessential kernel of truth
and of knowledge and of order and of
certainty--the-"touchstone" by which the
universe can be shown unfolding as a,
cosmic lotus bud. In this picture, ul-
timatel) it sho:ld be possible to in-
seminate a vast computer with the funda-

mental equations of F = Ma, E = Mc2,
S = K log W, etc.,, and generate a uni-
verse or a tree, or a fish or a predic-

on of the planet evolving under the
ha d of man. (I am not denigrating this
amb tion, it is an admirable and trans-
cends t concept, and involv rta

an' revelations, but unques-
tionahl it fundamentally is an
unattaina 12 goal.

Even Bronowski, in his Ascent of Man,

deeply thrills with the evolving con- .

cepts and disco eries of lay and trained
philosophers, to nicians and scientists
throughout histor was eagerly willing
-to abandon his admi ation of this strug-
gle and hard-won to kneel
in obeisance before th 'monument of
Boltzmann, surmounted by the modern icon
of worship--S = K log W-the equation
expressing entropy, and they Boltzmann
Constant.

This reduction of complexit to an

equation and a constant is high-\caste

science. It is vital, but those lesser
wa.rkers who merely attempt to ascertain
the working rules of the creation, Census
and ctassifu what the creation entails,
fit these rules and this census togeth-
er, or determine what the creation cans',
be used for, are held to be lower-caste,
somewhat in that order,* without regard
to, indeed in opposition to, their un-
doubted ultimate role in the survival

of the human species.

It is for reasons of admiration of
high-caste science that scientists and
public alike seek out and cling to in-
spiring pictures of order and certainty
in our strivings to reach an accommo-
dation with this complex and variable
planet, when in actual fact, simple
order and certainty have continuously
been replaced by expanding recognition
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of disorder and uncert yLsinceth
hoc work of Newtonian me-

chanics first held sway.

Science, like the classic tragedy,
the4loVel, the mystery story, or e.'en
the modern Western, follows the delu-
sion of a-thread of destiny, an under-
lying order, cause and result, action
and reaction, and final Inevitable re-
solution. bequeathed tb himyho is wise

enough torecord the facts and devote
sufficient of "the little grey cells" of
highest quality to their solution.

Totally and,broadly antithetical is
;" Jim's question in Tom Sawyer Abroad;

after an exchange between Tom and Huck
...of what made all gf the stars. Jim

asks; "Why does there have to be a rea-

son? phat'if they just happened?",
which appears now to strike closely to
the "Big Bang" theory of Cotmogeny-or
one theory of matter--matter as the
statistical fluctuation of nothing.

But scientists and the remainder of
humanity will not relinquish their grip
on the id6e fixe of an underlying sim-

plicity.

There is an old anecdote, undoubtedly
apocryphal, of Leland Stanford, whose
love of horses initiated the motion pic-

ture industry. Stanford, wanting in-

sight inta what made a great race hdrse,
;. was persuaded to support a famous physi-

cist .to engage in a study of the matter.
(Physicists think they can solve all

problems!) After a year or so the phy-

sicist returned to Stanford seeking more
money, but reporting great progress, for
he had "solved the problem--in the case
of a sphere."

A difficulty with the search for un-
derlying order and simplicity is its un-
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Supportable appeal to scientist and non-

scientist alike. An isolated laboratory
experimentthat appears to be straight-
forward, a complex problem that appears

to lie understood and_resolved, and most
importantly, a theory of hypothesis that
appears to display a beautiful transcen-
dently simple celestial order, is em-
braced and greeted as a Messiah and en-
graved in the holy writ sof text and re-

ference books, on the indurate marble of
the public mind, ani on the golden and
untarnished tablets oc legislation.

tL

lo paraphrase ont of the great philo-

sophers--the Scotsman, Machiavelli, I be-

"lieve--"A hypothesis is always more be-
lievable_than the truth, fof ist is tail-

ored to resemble truth,.mhereas the truth
is just its own clumsy self," and, "Never
discover the truth when,an hypothesis
Will do."

For these reasons, we have beautiful
and ordered textbook pictures of cellu-
lar division that occurs in almost no
other creature but the sea urchin; love-
ly 'liagrams and desciiptions of the for-
mation of the tides from a pair of mov-
ing gravitational bulges flanking the
earth- -that have almost nothing to do ,

with the formation of tides, and-, in-

deed, from which no one has ever been .

able 6 predict the tidal perio4eof
amplitudes; thrilling diagrams of the
ordered food chains of the sea in which
each of God's creatures is born destined
to fit into its sacred niche in the
glorious plan;swhereas most marine crea-
tures, if they are born at all, will
eat almost anything available, and be
eaten by almost anything to which they

are available, and have little or no

assurance what their food, competitors,
or'predators will be; theories of bio-
accumulation, elaborated from the food
web picture, of trace materials passing
through the food webs and finally poised
dike a gathering lightening bolt to
strike at the top predator and to bring
this vast, heretofore beautifully ar-
ranged house of cards tottering into
azoic chaos; etc.; etc.

In fact, Chave recently scanned
through a half-dozen Sea Grant leaf-

. lets, available through the Smith-
sonian hIstitutieh, that' mumble
exactly this sort of platitudinous
unreality ind which are sent to school
children in response to what, God knows,
might well be fresh, unsullied, in-
sightful, novel and inquisitive clues-

\ tions--children do this, you know!

Obviously I could carry on in this
vein, and ask questions like "How did
Heyerdahl, having sighted a beer can
in the Ncmth Atlantic; deduce that the
planet wA.dying and the oceans were
dead; whereas Columhus, discovering
the flotsam of his day -- husks, fruit

peels and spears--hundreds of miles
at sea, deduce?, only that he was ap-
proaching land?"

hut there are much deeper concerns
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than this. The mysteries and prbblems
will neither.go away nor be solved by
the simple and uncomplicated act of
discovery. The magic sword, the prince's
kiss, the discovery ,of the paternity of
the central prota, list, the butler's
nose-print at the keyhole,,, the chains
of nothingness to bind the dragon, the

. touchstone, the ordered pyramid of life,
the ultimate. equation of the universe,
none of these are, in ultimate truth,
real.

Desalination of seawater does not
solve the world's water problem; astir:
load of hybrid corn seed doesnot raise
a nation to sufficiency; atomic power
is not the God" -like resolution of all

energy ills; nor is an antibiotic mean-
ingful longer than it takes a bacterium
to hat,i1 the code of the counteracting

plasmid from its library. These are.
aids to the struggle, but partial and
temporary only.

Yet our myths, our history, our fic-
tion, our textbooks, our laws, our teach-

' ings, and our ambitions are directed to-
wards disCovering the "toucthstone" of
the universe for the ministering to our
tills.

. Particularly in our teaching we re-
cognize amt train'and t(,st only those

aspects of intellectuality that we deem
pertinent to this mystique--memory
formal reason., Unrecognized,,une%,aluated

untaught and indeed suppressed, since
they are so challenging to teachers, are
those other great components of the in-

'4 tellect, precisely those components
that are essential to resolving the
problems of complex man interacting With
this complex planet:

Conceptualization, that Mows one to
conceive of complex interactions as a
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system; intuition, the mysterious qual-
ity thatleaps to truths through a jung-
le of coifusing detail; tie trilogy- -

mental adventurousness and fervor,
attention to the unexpected, and curio-
sity--those intellectual attributes that
can challenge established dogma by dis-
cerning its underlying flaws; and judg-
ment, the equally mysterious faculty of
recognizing the "likelihood" of some-
thing, a mental quality that went out
of fashion h hundred years ago.

\

My point is, of course, that the in-

i(44,4 t b ototar
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teileLtual qualities that we neither
teach nor know how to teach (nor how to
test), and hence tend to suppress, are
precisely the ones essential to dealing
with the compleX systems of this planet,
and since these qualities art_ suppressed
in our educational system, untutored
people often possess them in a more
highly developed form than do the edu-
cated.

It is here that I come to the last
thesis of my remarks- -the challenge of
the oceans ta science as we now conceive
of and practice it.

Our scientific paradigm is dedicated
to the penotration of natural law. Nobel

prizes are awarded for penetration - -not

comprehension. Yet it is the develop-
ment of increasing breadth and comprehen-
sion as well as penetration, that ve
must espouse with open-eyed, broad, un-
dogmatic intellectual fervor, confidence

aand devotion, if we are to understand
some part of a nature of infinite com-
plexity, and man's complex interactions
with it.

Penetrating science, that is, the
special disciplinary fields of science,
has greatly benefited man in the last
several hundred years. Yet this has been
mainly tiking things apart. It is in-
creasingly clear that bur crucial task
is now to learn how the pieces fit to-
gether, for we begin to comprehend that
it is interaction on this planet, rather
than its components, that form the
limiting problem of mankind. We also
begin to comprehend that the total is
vastly greater than the simple sum of
the parts, and that present discipli-
nary science is neither designed nor
especially competent to deal with these
vital problems.

Indeed, it is in the sea where in-
teractions are so strong, subtle and
dominating. It is in this salty broth

where the winds, the curtents:the
whirling earth, the chemicals, the
sediments, the solid boundaries and the
living entities that inhabit its realms,'
act and interact with total disregard
for the artificial barriers by which man
has compartmented his knowledge. I be-

lieve it is the sea that first strongly
challenges science as we now conceive
it, and most strongly demand its re-
appraisal.

I realize well that the marine sci-
ences are tputed as the only example of
a truly interdisciplinary field, and it
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is true that almost all of the basic dis-
ciplines are involved; that a marine
biologist, for example, must know much
of physical oceanography and indeed may
contribute fundamental understanding to
the dynamics of the ocean through his

inquiries. This all is good. But even

within this enli,Ilitened field of marine

science, the disciplines tend to
recrystallize in special form-7 It is

-often conceived that its disciplines
cover the entirety of pertinent know-
ledge--"the planks of the disciplines"
as it is said--and that only a few odd

matters fall throughithe cracks. IA

my mind, this is a tOtal;y wrong per-
spective. The cracks are far wider
than the planks, whidh are only thin
timbers, scantlings stretching out into
an unknown and largely unrecognized
space--all that that falls between the

disciplines.

Like the three blind men in the fable,
one of whom described the elephant as a
wall, one as a column, and one as a
rope, having touched his side, leg and
tail, respectively; the disciplinary
scientist describes detailed features
of nature that are apprehensible through
his particular highly developed but fo-

cused tools. Although like the blind
men, what he discovers may well be true,
and perhaps important, it is only a small

part of the truth. The interconnecting
structures andthe whole may be invisible,
and remain so, no matter how many disci-
plines are bronght to hear on its resolu-

tion.

Many a disciplinary scientist rarely
inquires whether the larger\machine, of
which he is a part, is meaningful or

meaningless. He is quite content to know
that his local portion r,tates or oscil-
lates with comparative smoothffess, that

he meshes reasonably well-with the adia-
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cent parts, and that the small gears or.
wheels or teeth that he begets during his
span cart similarly avoid being ground up

in the system. Fearsome and frightening
are thoSe interludes when his machine is
examined and tested for its relevancy to
some practical problem of man and the
planet, and he reassures himself on his
prescience in having selected a machine
or a region of a machine that is. remote

in time or location from the practical
test.

It is no wonder then that the public

clings to old cliches or wholeheartedly
buys and believes demogogic pseudoscien-
tific entrepreneurs who paint a celes-
tial picture of a simple, harmonious and
unsullied nature, now irreparably damaged

by man. These preach and hysterically
proclaim with hardly a scintilla of evi-
dence, that the planet is dying or the

ocean is dead--and particularly and ir-

retrievably dying or dead unless the
public contribute,, a stated small .sum

of money to their research foundations
or other cause. People relish ghost

,tories and also beautifUlly painted
pl(tures of a precise and certain and

immutable order of the universe, but
misguidance of the public and of
policy by such demagogues is an anathema.
On the other hand, there are entrepre-
neurs who want to believe that:tifeir
obviously destructive gctivilies bring
no harm and there aFerscientisfs who
will give them supporting evidence. The.
eventual damage to human and natural in-

terests may be astronomical.

The serious, competent, honest scien-
tist also unintentionally misguides in
tllis same way, for he, like the public
and the law, is seeking order and cer-
tainty in a system where order and cer-
tainty are rarely more than transient
and fleeting.

The ultimate difficulty is that these
misconceptions, fears and hysterias be-
come engraved in textbooks, on the public
mind, and on those persistent tablets
called law. They then constrain ration-
al development or force unwarranted and
unsound developments or place scientific
research in a narrow, policy-oriented
direction, which may be and often is
fundamentally unsound. I have been fol-

lowing the developing U.S. environmental
and resource policy, and most of it in-

creasingly suffers from aft of the worst
features of misconception, at least as
it pertains to the ocean and other areas
of which I am cognizant. The difficulty

is not only one of science, which can and
does change, but rather the fund of un-
changinepopular misunderstanding and
ill-considered and persistent legisla-
tion that past science, the scientific
paradigm, and unresolved events leave

their wake.

In the U.S. we now have an inheritance
of legislative malactions based on popu-
lar misconceptions of past scientific

dogma. In the aquatic resource field,
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these run the gamut from severe re-

strictions to fisheries basethon ob-
solete and misunderstood single-species
models of populations, through the pro-
hibition of new offshore structures re-
sulting from public exaggeration of the
effects of a minor oil spill and wholly
unnecessary restrictions on the dis-
charge of domestic wastewater into
coastal waters, based on unreal highly
idealized food chain and bioaccumulation
models, to single-minded research pro-
grams set up by law to apply perpetually
frozen approaches to poorly analyzed
problems. At best these latter are
nostrums applied to the superficial
lesions of undiagnosed fundamental dis-
orders, and at worst an effort to clean
up behind--rather than to guide--a ramp-

ant society, forcing the scientist into
the position of the man with the bucket
and shovel behind society, so to speak,
rather than the scout searching for al-
ternative vistas and blazing the trail
ahead.

,

At this final point in my discussion,
I would rather that this conference were
not Sea Grant sponsored and that the pre-
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sentations were not to be published under
Sea Grant auspices, because I have some
somewhat flattering things to say about
that program. (In my defense, however,
I presented some of the same points be-
fore the Pacific Scienze Congress last
August, and I did enunciate a derogator,
remark about Sea/Grant leaflets, earlier
in my discussion here.)

The Sea Grant program as it has de-
veloped seems to me to possess aspects
that are fundamental departures from the
anaerobian mire into which we have en-
trapped ourselves in our attempts to deal
with the problems facing our accommoda-
tion with this planet. It is a sharp
and refreshing alternative' from the com-
mon scientific pontification, and from
the typical large research program of
perpetually fixed approaches to per-
petually frozen objectives, which may
be and often are based on erroneous pre-
cepts. This is not to say that the Sea
Grant program is pristine and flawless.
Indeed, it possesses a sufficiency of
problems, but these are the problems of
attempting to dig out of the murass of

legislative, public and scientific r's-
understanding and malactions, rather than
those of efforts that immarse us further.

Sea Grant is,a real and vital struggle
toward heuristicism in our dealings with
nature. Capitalizing and enlarging on
the fundamental interdisciplinary and
practical nature of marine science, Sea
Grant brings together people.of many in
tellectual proclivities--students, nat-
ural and social scientists, humanists,
professionals, laymen and legislators- -
as this conference exemplifies.

It possesses opportunities that no
large coherent program can eoncei/ably
possess, for it can examine novel and
unconventional approaches. It can cap-
italize on its inherent flexibility and
a freshness of novel ideas and new in-
sigots generated by new mixes of the
broad range of human proclivities and
intellectualities. It can return to
discovering and elucidating the working
rules of nature and mankind', rather than

blindly following the scientific para-
digm and the marine mystique.
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Psyche and Sea:
The Waste Land Era

in America

BY JOSEPH DEFALCO
v\;

When T. S. Eliot published his now-
famous poem The Waste Land in 1922, some-
thing of a major cultural significance
came into being. Both the title and
the contents of that poem made manifest
for a gyration of writers a host of
historico-cultural forces that had been
in evidence since the demoralizing debacle
of World War I and its political after- .

math. Eliot had created a metaphor of
such magnitude and dyn4mism that it
effectually synthesized the topographical
and psychic forces of which the war was
only a symptom. Poets and novelists be-
fore Eliot had characterized many of the
same ailments, but few approached the
unique fusion of*tenor and vehicle
necessary to quicken With words the ten-
sions of an entire age.

Even Ezra Pound, Eliot's mentor and a
major poet in his own right at the time
Eliot wrote The Waste. Land, had not found
a suitable combination of metaphor and
artistic treatment that could provide a
suggestiveness of sufficient potency to
generate that "image" which in "Hugh,
Selwyn Mauberly" he said his "age de-
manded." In the same` poem, what Pound
fashioned in lieu of such an image was
highly descriptive but not metaphorically
resonant: "For an old bitch gone in the'
teeth,/ For a botched civilization."
"An 'image,"' Pound had written in 1917,
"'is that which presents an intellectual
and emotional complex in an instant of
timu."1

In its impact upon a generation of
writers, Eliot's Waste Laqd metaphor
was nothing less than a cultural
phenomenon. Writers of the Eighties
and Nineties attempted to embody
fictionally the deficiencies of their
epoc, with a variety of metaphors, but
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allegiance to pronounced political and
social views legislated against the kind
of image Pound called for in the "new"
age. In America, for example, Stephen
Crane, Frank Norris and Jack London
coznitted themselves to a naturalistic
approach, and the result was the limited
metaphorical range of such broad sym-
bolizations as the red badge, the octopus
and the northland. These served well to
depict the plight of indii;iduals strug-

gling in animalistic darkness in Darwinian
universe and to characterize large,
exploiting and dangerous human forces
that conspired against the'economic
welfare of the individual. These
symbolizations were limited, however,
by the very narrowness of the target
towards wtiidh they were aimed.

t's metaphor accomplished
was something t at the lingering ban-
alities of middle class Victorianism and

.,the thinly disguised moralizing of the
.,,culture and particular societies obeyed
"'static laws of value. Eliot's poem struck

straight at the heart of that assumption.
Through d complex interweaving of myth,
legend, symbol, ritual, allusion and
foreign phrase, he placed before his
audience in a new poetic language a
portraiture of cultural transformations
in process. Eliot recognized the role of
historical forces, and his poem indicted
the brutal travesties that passed for
human existence. The young writers who
fell under the spell of his Waste Land
tutelage were quick to respond. In his

1931 study of the modernist movement,
Edmund Wilson characterizes that response
in a semi-humnrous way:

Land now blighted the most amiable the imalinative power of-the metaphor

country landscapes; and the sound of but also by the intellectual intimidation

jazz, which had formerly seemed jolly, of Eliot's mentor, the formidable Ezra

now inspired only horror and des- Pound. A mythic monster of sizable

pair.."2
proportions had been loosened, and modern,
urban, itidustrial, technolopidal, with

A revolutionary change in style and all of..their mechanistic implications,

sensibility that W. H. Auden in his were the cultural elements upon vilich it

discussion of RoManticism in The Ehchafed fed, and atheism and materialism were

Flood sees as a cultural rarity had its dam and its sire.

definitely,takeh\place by 1922. Gather-

ing together seemingly random shards from Whatever the larger strUcturation of

a variety of generations and ailtures with historical forces that Eliot assumed were
9)erative in his synthesis, his eclectic
cesentation makes it clear that he did

rot conceive of it as static. The pro -

ress of his own poetry from early dis-

:11usionment to orthodox religiosity makes

this clear. If we turn to W. H. Auden's

seminal comments on .Romantic consciousness
and his representations of desert and sea
images, we find a touchstone for the '

psychic predicament of Eliot and the
modernist; who wrote under the infl%,..nce

of the outsized metaphor of cultural
aridity that he had created.

Auden makes it clear that the Romantic
sensibility, the symbolic representatiOns
of desert and sea shared certain features
which allbwed the Romantics to transcend
the inherent paradoxes of the implied

contraries. Both represent psychic

dimensions that lie outside the community
and outside of historical change, thus
freeing the individual from communal re-

sponsbilities. By the very nature of

these zonditions, the individual finds

himself alienated and lonely. Auden is
describing the Romantic voyager, and if

there is the desert that represents
"actualized trivility" and "lifeless
decadence" there is also the sea, "the
symbol of primitive potential power" and

"living barbarism." If the Romantic
voyager possesses a sufficiently heroic

soul (and most of the great Romantic
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"In London as in New York . . . they

for a time took to inhabiting ex-
clusively barren beaches, cactus-grown
deserts, and dusty attics overrun with
rats. . . .The dry breath of the Waste
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e,'n,tic wizardry, Eliot assumed the role
of literary anthropologist. Not every-
one agrees that this process produced
great poetry, for he has had his dis-
paragers. Most notable, perhaps, is
Karl Shapiro, who sees the work a a

"jumble of sacred and profane myths."3
More recent!), Hugh Kennerin The Pound
Era (1971) seems to grant Eliot the palm
with one hand while retrieving it with
the other. Nonetheless, Eliot's con-
:emporaries were impressed not only by



,IMIima,
voyagers db), he escapes the "trivial
desert Waste Land and immerses himself in
the symbolicsea. Through immersion,
reintegration takes place. The quester
discovers the uniqueness of his own
soul and, paradoxically, re-enters the
community he has fled when he discovers
that he participates spiritually in the
community of all souls.

Auden, of couse, knew his own age, and
he summed up the implications of his
observations for the Waste Land culture:

"We live in ah age . . . in which the

heroic image is not the nomad wanderer
through the desert or over the ocean,
but the less exciting figure of the
builder., who renews the ruined wall?'

of the city. Our temptations are
not theirs. We are less likely to
be tempted by solitude into Promethean
pride; we are far more lik61.y to be-
come cowards in the ace of the
tyrant who would compel, us to lie
in the service of the False City.
It is not madness ve need to flee

but prostitution."'

Nowadays it is all the rage to Portray
madness as some sort of positive and
redeeming method of escaping from the
prostitution that Auden described. 1 do

- not think that Auden would approve, but
avante-garde commentators such as R. D.

Lain !lave applied psychiatric obsdr-
vation:: on madness to larger social and

cultural concerns. In works like The
Divided Self (1959) and The Politics of
Experience (1967), Laing views individual
madness not only as a synecdoche of social
aberrations but also sees them AS inter-
dependent. In one way or another and in
varying degrees many contemporary writers
have implied that s mehow losing oneself
is to find oneself -- D. Salinger's

suicidal Seymour, Bellow' der. n,

He'ler's Yobsarian come to mind, not to

mention n host of considerably more
grotesque ( and less ar'istic) examples

of recent years. Of the contemporary
writers taken seriously by critics, per-
haps Doris Lessing In her later works

best gives voice to something approxi-
mating Lding's views. Here one sees

another decided shift in "sensibility"
(if not in the "style") that has taken
modern American literature upon its own
regressive voyage into a pre-Waste Land
limbo that lies somewhere between that
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decadent sentimentalisr of the post-
Romantic period and ttlf vigorous evo-

cations forced upon Eliot's contempor-
aries.

One need only glance at the 4egen-
eration of the once potent desert and
sea polarities as they appear and dis-
appear in Lessing's Briefing for a
Descent Into Hell (1971) in order to
understand Auden's warning over the com-

pelling lure of the "False City."
Lessing's mad hero undertakes an un-

conscious journey not only over land
and sea but in the air as well. Ending

in a cosmic never-never land, he observes
the "gods" briefing those who are to
odest-end to earth and "sate" mankind from

self-destruction. To put it in the best
light i can, the fable is transparent,
the rhetoric is intrusive and the images
and symbols are less evocative than one
encounters in a cartoon.5 Such a paro-
dinal reprise of the highly suggestive
desert and sea polarities instructs us
that the dynamic literature of the
Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner and
Steinbeck generation was dynamic because
its metaphors were rooted deep in the
imagination of the entire culture.

The freeing of the literary imagination
from the cultural ailments that conjured
the Waste Land metaphor was no easy task
for these writers. Once Eliot had severed
the desert from the sea and removed the
garden-island sanctuary as well, he set
the task of his literary generation.
Given the new sensibility activated by
Eliot's metaphor, we know through hind-
sight that the task was the monumental
one of reordering a disordered universe.
The vision for the major novelists was
a realistic one, colored strongly by the

' bleak Darwinian views of their immediate
predecessors. Without the authority of
a living mythic tradition upon which to
rest their sYmbolizations,.the modern
writers found themselves dispossessed
of the imaginative forces available to
all of the great artists of the past.
The American writers of the Twenties
inherited scientific positivism and
religious skepticism, and most of their
early works carry the signature of this
blighted inheritance.

The obvious solution was the res-
toration of the sea to the status of an
"affecting image" that would provide the
appropriate affirmative counter to the
aridity of the new vision -- and indeed
such a restora'ion did take place, but
it necessarily 'vas a long time in coming.
In the highly u4;:table realms of belief
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and cultural praxis, such restorations
are subject to the slow processes of

evolution. Disintergratim may have de-
manded fluidity, but as long as the age
remained traumatized by its positivism
and skepticism no such reconciliations
were possible. By its very nature, the-

age demanded concrete embodiments of its
condition in either/or terms. For the

artist to accede meant literary suicide,
of course, as a young Ernest Hemingway reminder of the continuity of man's ex-

. articulated in his parody of Pound's phrase istence and of human experience. In the

from "Hugh Selwyn Mauberly:" psychoanalytical'version of Carl Jung it

.

Here, the representative of, the corr.ipt- ance of the redeeming savior. In this

ing commericialism of the modern world cwatext, the regressive thrust of the

is characterized as "Phlebas the Phoeni- "Death by Water" section is elucidated
cian," and Eliot charts his atavisitic by the Phoenician's fate. .His descent-
passage through "the stages of his age and into the "whirlpool" of time to a time-

youth/ Entering the whirlpoolP8 ' before-time effectively stifles the re--
demptive associations of the sea symbo-

If we accept the convention of mytho- lism. The ironic reversal of the tradi-
logy, the sea is typically the symbol of tional pattern of youth -to- age -to -death

Clumps, of pre-history, a reflector and and redemption desacralizes the image of
redeeming waters and substitutes primal
chaos.

"The age demanded that we dance/
And jammed us into iron pants./
And in the end the age was handed/
The sort of shit that it demanded."6

The curative that was needed to
establish the kind of orientation that
led finally to the great works of fiction
ofthe period is embedded in Eliot's
Waste Land itself. Based as the poem
isupon an elaborate and complexly de-
signed system of myths that function as
antimyths, when it proclaims the severance
ofthe, desert from the sea at the same
time it reminds us forcefully and in no
uncertain terms of the penalties imposed
upon a culture that has dissociated it-
self from a meaningful substructure of
myth. The plight of the narrator-fisher
protaganist, left in the disintergrative
Babel of the final lines, is a not-vcry-
subtle portrait of moderWanan: "1 sit

upon the shore/. Fishing, with the arid
plain behind me."7 "Fear death by
water," warns Madame S__ris, a commercial
charlatan in the guise of a spiritualist;
and Section IV of the poem is entitled
"Death by Water." The brevity of the
section 'suggests that Eliot carefully

4 contrived to preserve the dominance of
the images of aridity. As anti-myth,
however, the section elucidates Eliot's
metaphorical purposes in other ways.

is the archetype of the unconscious, and
analogue of the womb, entrance\into which
foretokens' the possibility of renewal or

rebirth. But Eliot frustrates the mythic
and archetypal affirmations of the water
symbolism in his poem in order to empha-
size the spiritual and psychic plight of

his age. For example, he alludes to the
"rock" where there "is no water but only
rock" -- suggestive of the impossibility
ofChrist's miracle as well as the
sterility of the modern Church. Asso-

ciative imagery such as the "empty
chapel" near the "tumbled graves" sug-
gests that the day of the last Judge-
ment has arrived without the appear-

The instrument with which Eliot had
effected his severance of sea and desert,
and of sea from its traditional associa-
tions with healing and redemption, was
fashioned by his age out of ele posi-
tivistic dicta of science, 1-1..x new social

science and political theory; in short,
out of loyalties given to that maritesta-
tion of the desert that Auden termed the
"False City." One major impliCation of
this shift appeared in the demand that
society made upon the individual to look
at himself as part of an aggregate. The

movement to "the brotherhood of man" re--
syted directly in the divorce from na-
ture. Where the Romantic viewed himself
in nature, under the aegis of progres-
sive thought modern man viewed himself
as apart fit= nature. Once the process
was complete, the possibility of a re-
united sensibility in the Romantic way
was forever gone.

Such broad outlines of the cultural
forces that took shape in the Waste Land
era cannot account for the many artists
and commentators who struggled against
the tendencies of their epoch. Among
the poets, for example, Edwin Arlington
Robinson brooded darkly over the myster-
ies of mortality; Carl Sandburg's Whit-
manian unorthodoxies seemed to hail the

democratic mass man; E. E. Cummings' em-
phasized human feelings in an atmosphere
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of mechanistic social forces; and Hart
. Crane plunged romantically into an imag-

inative sea in a number of poems, until
I

finally he plunged literally into, the

sea in 1932 -- apparently seeking still
the solace which his age denied him.

Some of the more profound responses to
modern man's divorce from nature came .

from Robert -Frost. Grounded in a poetic
vision that antedates The Waste Land,
Frost.may well have been the last Ameri-
can poet capable of representing the
tensions of the desert-sea opposition. .

,With his tempered realism, Frost never
accepted the conclusion that mall was
totally divorced from nature, nor did he
accept the Romantic alternative. In

"Desert Places" (1934), for example,
Frost employs the Waste Land image but
heightens its implications when he ex-
tends it to the'self. Thr. new conscious-

. neSs to which scholars like David Daiches
in The Novel and the Modern World and
Leon'Edel in The Modern Psychological
Novel point-it. the prose of major writers
like Lawrence, Woolf, Joyce and Heming-

wa was equally a part of Frost's ethos.
In this poem, Frost locates the post-
Romantic desert squarely in the human

psyche: "They cannot scare me with their
empty spaces . . . I have it in me/ so

much nearer home/ To scare myself with
my own desert places." But the discov-
ery, the medium through which that aware-
ness comes, is nature: "The woods a -.

round it have it -- it is theirs. . .

T
loneliness includes me unawares."9

the yearning of man's spirit to reestab-
lish the unity between self and nature
and to flee from Auden'S desert and com-

munal surrenders: "The people along the
sand/ All turn and look one way/ They
turn their back on the land/ They look

at the .ioa all day. "10 This is not sim-

pli.stic sentimentalism, for Frost was
well aware of the potency of nature. In

the earlier "Once by the Pacific," Frost
made it clear'that the waters have a ca-
pacity to annihilate as well as heal.
Here he exnrnssed the dangers in terms

tiness in nature and cosmos unarmed
("absent-spirited" in "Desert Places"),
but it does comprehend a power larger
than itself. This may be agnosticism,
but it is not atheisM. For Frost, the
knowing self remains the center, whether
it looks out in terror or Wonderment.
His poetry chronicles the loneliness of
that self in the modern world and charts
the various modes of the lovelessness
that the predicament implies. What is

consistent in Frost's poetry that points
to the possibility of an affirmation be-
yond the narrow humanism of so many of
his contemporaries who advocated a kind
of brotherhood of the herd, is his con-
stant emphakis upon the integrity of the
self. Lonely and loveless it might be,

but it never surrenders to the "False
City" and subjects, itself to the tyranny

of the community.

In the prose fiction,of the Waste band
era, the most immediate document of
significance to portray the hopelessness
of the attempt to maintain the integrity
of the self was F. Scott Fitzgerald's
The Great Gatsby. Published only three

years after Eliot's poem, it bears all
of the marks of cultural aridity pointed
out by Eliotk The "valley of ashes"
superintended by the "eyes of T. J.

of an impending ravisi.rent: "The shat- Eckleburg" has been so often identified

tered water made a misty din/ Great with Eliot's metaphor that further com-

waves looked over others coming in,/ ment would be indecent. Let it stand,

And thought of doing something to the then, that Fitzgerald's representation

shore/ That water never did to landhe------b-roughtH-the-metaphol to Ami..Tica directly,
h-e-------T6FeTirl and it presented an indictment of Ameri-

In another poem written in the same
year, "Neither Out Far Nor In Deep,"
Frost effectively captures theopuzzle-
ment in modern man's sense of his dis-
sociation from the sea and nature. tem-

pered by poetic restraint on the part of
Frost, the poem allows us to comThend

If we accept Mircea Eliade's view in
The Sacred and the Profane that profane
man is ever "the descendant of homo re-
li,liosuo and he cannot wipe out his own
history," what Frost brings to modern
poetry here and elsewhere is essentially
a rudimentary religious rc..ponse. The
self may feel itself facing a vast emp-

can culture in no uncertain terms. The

desert was here, and it was symbolized
by the excrementitious waste of Industry
that polluted the once pastoral land-
scape of the "valley of ashes." The

mechanistic monster was unleashed upon
the new .ontinent, and Fitzgerald added
"money" to its usual inhuman attributes.
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Fitzgerald's larger concern in the le have been transformed into a concrete

novel goes beyond the obvious social cri- pool, and Gatsby's attendant Quern of

ticism, for the death of Gatsby marks the the Waste Lands, Daisy, has betrayed

,death of the Romantic sensibility. For him.

Fitzgerald that meant the death of ideal- .

ism and the death-of a self that was Ernest Hemingway publisLed The Sun

cap le of a vision of value beyond time Also Rises a year after Fitzgerald's

and b and personal history. GatSby's Aztsby, and he too turned to Eliot's

belief at through an act of will he The Waste Land for his metaphorical

could cha e the past is one reflection materials. Specifically, he extracted

of that the e. Another enters through the the myth of the Fisher-King, but his

ironic paral el Fitzgerald established employment of the myth differed from

between the death of Gatsby and the death Eliot in a significant way. Fitzgerald,

of the fabled King Arthur of the Round
Table. Catsby represents for Fitzgerald
what Arthur represents fdr Malory in his
Le Norte D'Arthur: the hope of the past

as it contrasts and clashes with the path-
os of the present. In Malory's account,

when Arthur is mortally wounded, he is
placed upon a barge and is attended by
three queens: Morgan Le Fay, the Queen
of Northgalis and the Queen of the Waste
Lands. He does not die "on stage,"
rather he sails for the paradisical is-
land of Avalon. Gatsby, his twentieth
century avatar, whose "gorgeous pink

suit" has many affinities with Arthurian
armor, has no island-garden to which he
can voyage in order to escape the anni-
hilation of time; he takes a less cere-
moniousyongean_a_x_e-ssel-that-mocks all

-----bi4eOT living-on in the memory of those
he leaves behind: "There was a faint,
barely perceptible movement of the water
as the fresh flow from one end urged its
way toward the drain at the other. With

little ripples that were hardly the sha-
dows oT waves, the laden mattress moved
irregularly down the pool. A small gust
of wind that scarcely corrugated the sur-
face was enough to disturb its accident-
al course with its accidental burden." 12

All of these details are in a minor key,
and all point to a contingent universe
and the insignificance of man. The

transcendental waters of Arthurian fab-
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like Eliot,_adapted-the -mythtc-rea m of
the Fisher-King to his own purpose, and
the Waste Land became a symbolization of
the modern environment. This environ,

ment is as much human nature as it is
external nature. Fitzgerald saw it as
an absolute barrier to human drives and
motivations; and in Gatsby and other
characters in his major woks he depicts
the folly of the attempt to scale Roman-
tic heights and transcend that barrier.
Thus the psychic worlds of his heroes
are worlds 'n which ideals are turned

into perversions: Amory'Blaine in This
,Side of Paradise muddles off toward some
vague social panacea; Anthony Patch in
The Beautiful and Damned ends up wealthy,

alone and mentally and emotionally wast-
ed; and Dick Diver in Tender Is the
Night, a psychiatrist in the role of
healer-priest, brings about his own emo-
tional destruction. Hemingway, like
Frost, never accepted the view that na-
ture means human nature, nor that ex-
ternal nature was merely a symbolization
of unknowable forces. A number of his
characters accept one or other of these
views, but as his mature writings reveal,
he strove to achieve that delicate ba-
lance between a sentimental view of na-
ture and'the darker views of his realis-
tic outlook.

To be sure, The Sun Also Rises por-
trays the desiccation of a culture, but
there is the symbolism of the waters
which invokes the myth of the redeeming
waters and provides a counter to the
metaphors of aridity. This'is not to

say that the work ends in affirmation,
but clearly Hemingway meant to indicate
some possibility of the avoidance of the
emasculating desert of contemporary exis

tence: As he insisted on a number of
occasions, the "sun also rises" extract
fr'om Ecclesiastes was intended to indi-
cateLIAL.man_passes-away-but-nature or
"ear'h abideth forever." Such a venera-
tion of nature never waned in Heming-
way's world View, and it led him to the
higher synthesis and reconciliation that
sets off The Old Man and the Sea as the
most significant literary expression to
announce the passing of the Waste Land
era.

In, the thirty years between the publi-
cation of Eliot's poem and The Old Man
and The :,?a, every major work publish^d
by Hemingway probed the vital questions
of human existence that led him to the
conclusion that modern man could come
to terms with his physical and spiritual
environment without turning his back



upon positivism and withou,. .-ushing into

the arms of sentimentalism. The first
major indicator that Hemingway's view
of nature would lead to a new kind of
psychic reintegration oddly enough came
in what is virtually a narrative intru-
sion in his 1935 book about big-game
hunting, Green Hills of Africa: "This

gulf stream you are living with, know-
ing, learning about, and loving, has

moved, as it moves, since before
man . . and those that have always
lived in it are permanent and of value,
because that stream will flow, as it
has flowed."13 More than a simple
rehearsal of the views expressed in the
quotation from Ecclesiastes cited in the

epigraph of The Sur Also Rises, Heming-
way postulates an affirmative view of
man's existence and his endeavors. Man
does not pass away simply, he is permanent
with nature. What is more, hies work,
actions and experiences have a value in
the larger scheme of the universe.

It was some seventeen years later
before Hemingway wrote. The Old Man and
the Sea and advanced his premise from the
plural of ttie "those" who lived in the
Stream to the singular, individual self
dramatized in the character of Santiago.
As he indicated, the dignity and worth
of the individual was the point of the
characterization of the old fisherman.
When he accomplished this artistic and
philosophic feat, he had freed the self
from the tyranny of the False City to
which Eliot's metaphor had consigned it.
In the interim, Hemingway had been sore-
ly tempted to accept a compromise with

despotic communalism. Works like To Have
and Have Not and For Whom the Bell Tolle
came close to articulating a total
commitment to the "brotherhood values"
of Auden's False City, but Hemingway's
stronger commitment to individualism

always tempers that sort of simplistic
resolution.

In the creation of his supremely
humanistic fisherman in The Old Man and
the Sea, Hemintway presented a portrait
of modern man which is the exact oppo-
site of Eliot's fisher-narrator and all
of the Waste Land protaganists modeled
after Eliot's type. Even before his-

physical and spiritual agon with the
hugh marlin, Santiago is invested with
attributes that suggest his link with
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nature. As Hemingway implies in his
description of the character, he is
considerably more than a separate bio-
logical organism: "Everything about
him was old ext.ept his eyes and they
were the same color as the sea and were
cheerful and undefeated."' As the Gulf
Stream analogy in (;reen Hills ofAfri,-a
suggested, the sea symbolizes ongoing
reality; in this work, it becomes the
symbol of the generative power of the
universal man forever undergoing change
in an ontological flux. His eyes re-

flect that he is "undefeat d" because
both man and sea share the generative
impulse and derive their powers from
the same source.

When Hemingway describes Santiago
further, we are told that his face is
blotched with scars "as old as erosions
in a fishless desert."

15
Nature, too,

has eroded through immemorial tine, but
such geological changes do not destroy
it any more than biological changes
destroy man. If the deserts were once
seas, there are other seas, and so,
too, of the passing of the generations

of men. Neither can resist change,
but in the order of things both are
permanent. Change, then, is the re-

sult of process, not the motive force
of process. As Santiago's voyage in
search of the marlin suggests, that
motive force is imaged by the primal,
almost mystical flux and reflux of the
generative sea.

The pain and suffering Santiago
undergoes during his threeday_odeal____
with the -Gish tast-hiOhysical and
spiritual capacities to their limits.
His landing of the fish in the one
sphere, however, bet his victory

in the other. Through a s indomitable
will, Santiago affirms m 's capacity

to contend with the forces onto-

logical flux, to dominate the entin-
gencies inherent in that flux, and,
finally, give these endeavors worth

and meaning. Man cannot overcome bio-
logical change -- Santiago has grown old
and weak, and likely this is his last
agon -- but he can invest his existence
with dignity and worth by the exertion
of his will. Santiago as individual

must pass on, but as in Arthur of the
Round Table his memory will survive in
the young boy of the story.

In his fiction, Hemingway exemplifies
his fulfillment of the task Eliot's poem
had set for his generation of writers.
Aridity demanded fluidity, and Heming-
way's Gulf Stream and generative sea
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provided it in meaningful metaphors.
His tempered realism did not permit him
to consider a return to the Romantic
modes of past generations, and Eliot's
desert was a positivisticodesert. The
difference resides in Eliot's partial
Romantic nostalgia and Hemingway's
discovery of a new perspective that
would accommodate positivism. Frag-

mentation, alienation, isolation and
disintegration beCame the watchwords
for the Waste Land era, but Hemingway's
heroes could quest because he held a
strong belief in man's capacity to
reconcile himself to reality and rein-
tegrate the self with some mJaningful--
force. In Thebld Man and the Sea.that
force is nothing less than the dynamic
of the universe.
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BY ROBERT ZOELI:NER

I have been aware for 'a long time that,
there isn't enough communication betwee'
the sciences and the humanities. Last
week John Pratt and I happened to see a
recently published'bibliography on
Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's .

Nest. There must_have_been-100 or 150
_articles, and-not one (as far as I could
tell) dealt with the clinical, psychody-
namic, or behavioral dimensions of the
book. So I suppose it would be pre-
sumptuous of me to say that the scien-
tists need us literary types, but I
think we literary types really need the
scientists.

John Isaacs mentioned the way litera-
ture has been mucking up science, and he
cited what I think he would call over-
simplifications--the nice, linear con-
ceptualizations that give us food chains
and pyramids that don't pyramid. I was
struck by his comments because I sense,
that'when we deal with literature, we
seek out these oversimplifications.
Whatever the problems are for the scien-
tists we as human beings need these tre-
mendously simple vehicles for concept-
ualizations.

English teachers spend a lot of time
studying this sort of thing. The

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century idea
of the great chain of being is just what
John Isaacs meant: it starts with God;
then there are the angels; down here are
the animals; and then, the crucial link
to the middle--a little of both, spirit
and matter--man.

I suggest that great literature very
frequently carries this kind of concept-
ualization, almost schematic, very simple,
so that almost all the elements of the
work of art can be ordered in one way
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or another around this kind of scheme. on science is a little different from

I had been aware of this for a long time, that of a scientist. I would like to

and then I ran across a book, about six

or seven years ago, that has had a
tremendous influence ,on my thinking:

Thomas S'. Coon's The Structure of

Scientific Revolutions. Coon suggests

that science is determined by a
paradigm, by a way of seeing reality.
He talks about Ges'alt shifts in per-
ception that precipitate scientific
revolutions and about how any group
of scientists is governed by some
kind'of perceptional paradigm. He

has some fairly compelling examples, .

compelling to even an English teacher- -
for instance, the idea of a falling
body, 32 feet per second per second.

But if you were a medieval phil-
osopher, or one in Aristotle's time,
you saw a falling body as an entity
made by Ged and trying to fulfill its
nature. For you, the significant
parameter would be the distance yet to
be traveled or the nearness to the
final point where the body would ful-
fill itself.

Now that's really an incandescent
example of paradigm, a way of seeing
things. Given two different paradigms,

you see two totally different worlds.
Coon has a particularly interesting
instance of a shift in perception:
people who previously had seen a ro'
swing on the end of a rope, at some
moment in history, suddenly saw a
pendulum. My favorite is the Scho-
lastic question, "What mazes a 1..oving

body move?" Well, it's got something
in it that a rock P. rest does not

have. What it has , it is Impe'tus.

it's got impetus in it, and that takes

care of that!

40

Iou can see that my angle of vision

reconcile the scientists to literature
rather than the other way around. What's

implicit here, I think (as John Isaacs
pointed out) is that there's no such thing
as truth. We devise orderly formulations
that help us understand, but none of
them are true, and perhaps the saving
thing is simply to realize that they are

not.

Consider a paradigm that might be
pictured like this: first, a wavy

order 1 ituddioff6
gab help lifts dagi,

horizontal line,'then a straight v..r-

tical line bisecting it. This is the

paradigm, I would suggest, out of
which Melville wrote :Toby Dick. Let

me suggest how it works.

There is a famous passage in the
book cited by all the scholars, in
which the crew of the Pequod has killed
the spirm whale, and then hoisted the
head up one side .o they can get the
oil out of the case, but the Pequod is
canted over perilously. So a right whale

comes and they kill him off and
hoist his head on the otherside of the
ship so that the ship is balanced. Then

Melville says:

In good time, Flask's saying proved
true, As before, the Pequod steeply
leaned over towards the sperm whale's
head, now though sorely strained, you
may well believe. So, when, on one side

you hoist in Locke's head, you go over
that ray; but now, on the other side,
hoist in Kant's and you come back
again; but in very poor plight. Thus,

some minds forever keep trimming boat.

Oh, ye fooloish! throw all these thun-
derheads overboard, and then you will
float. light and right.

And right there we have a paradigm a
ship in counterpoise, balanced with John
Locke on one side and Immanuel Kant on

the other. That's a paradigm-- almost --

of whether Gne should major in philo-

sophy or not! I think Melville is saying,

"Don't; forget it."

Melville may have called the philoso-
phers thunderheads, but his thought i'
deeply influenced by polarities, dualities,

ways to see things. Essentially, what

John Locke meant for him was input. (One

of the things I like about Melville is
that all of his philosophy is Sunday-
supplement philosophy; literary artists
who make use of philosophy simplify it
pretty much down to this level so it
will fit into the literary mode pf

discourse.) Locke is a representative of
the British empirical school of thought,
and what they overwhelmingly say is

that the world impresses itself upon

us.' In terms of sensation, we are
shaped by the world; an empirical
view of tLe world is, the only one

that really counts.

Kant, on the other hand, representing
German idealism, are opposite point of
view, says Simply that to a large ex-

tent, time;-that great absolute of
science--is relative and subjective;

A
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we pose time and space.

i..These are two profoundly compelling

4deas, that the world impresses-itself
on us, or that we impress ourselves on
the world. Now, those diVisions suggest
thebeginning of a paradigm.

At the beginning of Moby- Dick,kwe
haven't gotten to the ocean, but we
get to water fairly quickly. You remember
that in his first chapter, Melville spends
sometime on people's fascination for
water. He starts off, "Call me Ishmael-"
and within three paragraphs he's saying,
in effect, now go out on a Sunday
afternoon and.take,a look at New York
City. It's incredible; everybody's
wandering down to the seashore.
Everybody's out of their houses, and
they wander down to the wharves, some
of them clear down on the edge.of the
piers as if they all are going' to dive

in. What compels people to do this;
what is this fascination with water?
Near the end of the chapter, he asks,
(Melville was always heavy when he

questioned),

Why is almost every robust healthy
boy with a robust healthy soul in him,
at some time dr other crazy to go
to sea? Why upon your first voy-
age as a passenger, did you yourself
feel such a mystical vitration, when
first told that you and your ship
were now out of sight of land? Why

- did the old Persian.° hold the sea

holy? Why did the Greeks give it h
separate deity, and make him the
own brother of Jo_" Surely all

this is not wit )utsmeaninz

And then he comes to a crucial metaphor
that has to do with a fountain--not yet
with the ocean, but with a fountain, the
myth cf Narcissus.

75

'And still deeper the meaning of
that story of Narcissus, who lie-

' cause he could not grasp the torn
menting mild image he saw in the
fountain, plunged into it and was
drowned. But that same image,
we ourselves see in all rivers
and oceans.

Then the key sentence:

It is the image of the ungraspable
phantom of.life; and this is the
key to it all.

Now if you examine his discussion
here; you hear echoes of Kant and
Locke. We are moving from philosophy to
fountains, .,and from fountains we will

*get to oceans. What he's Saying,
essentially, is that the image of
Narcissus is dominantly a Kantian image.
Narcissus looked into the fountain, that
is, he looked at exterior reality.' And
the water image suggests reality as a
changing thing, not very stable. In

that fountain he his own reflection;

he saw himself. You hear the echo

of Kant.

When we look into nature, what do we
see? We see ourselvls, and if it is true

as:Kant suggested, that we impose or
nature the shape and form of obi' own
mental processes; then indeed Narcissus
is an_act of-self=love for he sees him-
self in the external world and pursues
himself in the external world.

Melville says that this image of
Narcissus is the key to it nll, and
I'm not the first critic to suggest
that he was talking directly to the
reader and saying that the underlying
structure of May-Dick could be under-
stood as`an extension of the Narcissus

myth. -

One of the terrifying things about
both Kant and Locke, when handled in
terms of these dualities, is that they
both suggest that reality, the stable/
thing we deal with every day, is in
some way deceptive, false; and untrue- -
that is, if it's true that the ordering
ideas of the world are imposed by the
mind, then we make the world. (Given a
realistic Self-estimate, anybody would
have to be disturbed by that!

This idea suggests that reality is
deceptive, that we live in a world of
false color. Melville in Mbby-Dick deals
Mostly with white.. He deals with white
in the albino whale because he is so
terriied by the idea that, for instance,
the teen in the exit sign here, the red
in my tie--these are harlot colors.
"Laid on from without," he says, painted
there by the mind.

The red is in your eye, the green is
{fin your eye--it's not really out these
mat all; hence, what most of all compels
us in he world, its'beauty and its

. esthetic coherence, we create. The great
question is, what lies uni.erneath? If

we create the sensuous, esthetically
coherent world in which we live--then
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a
. what lies underneath?

t Melville's answer was whiteness, a

palsied, sick whiteness--"a colorless
all-color of atheism from which (any
rational man must) shrink." He made the
albino, white whale the central, cos-
mically constitutive symbol for that
_terrifying reality that may underlie c
nature.

That's all philosophy. How did
Melville put it together ih terms of
&by-Dick? Well; he uses the sea as a
conceptual metaphor. A number of
novelists have been compelled by what
Willa Cather calls the novel denue the
unfurnished novel, the stripped -down
novel. She sought this stripped-down
world, I think, for the reason we'all
seek rather stark and simple land-
scapes occasionally. And, of course,
the sea is the supreme example. In

a stark stripped-downorld, with trees
gone, with all sorts of colors re-
duced, one gets closer to. the essen-
tial verities Of life.

Fenimore Cooper did the same thing
in The Prairie, in a rather amusing way.
He takes people out in the middle of - -

the Great American Desert, a thousand
miles from anybody. Leatherstocking
wanders in on the scene, and, within
about IS pages, some 40 people show
up in a remote Grand Central Station.
But Cooper has his stripped-down world.

Howevqr, the world of the prairie
cannot match the sea for raw simplicity.
Part of the'primal attraction of the
ocean has to be that one can simply
say, "Now I'm down to the bare bones,
the bare, raw bones of reality. This
is the essence of things, if any
essence there is." So, on the most
obvious- level, like Cooper and Cather,
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Melville uses the sea in its unfurnished

sense. One of the things that compelled
Melville -- because of his preoccupation
with perception, with the falsity of
colors--was what might be called the
phenomenal" opacity of reality. The

way itis hidden--by color, by shape and
by form--so that while we have a per-
ception of the thing, we have a terrible
time realizing or intuiting what the
thing might be in itself, the thing.as
it is before the human mina shapes it..

We come to one of the'kev eleMents in

In all of his books, frog; .

there are cons..antly passages , I

catch a gliMpse of some white 1.
Moby-Dick talks aboJt the sea and 1

the transparent sea resembles whit'
ness, the-colorless all-color. 11,

transparency of the sea is a device
suggest the,intuitive level of cons.
ness where we do begin to sense the
reality of things independent of ourselves.

.

.

v The sea is also reflective. Over

; and over in Moby -Dick, e are fascinated

.0):)

by water for this reason in the way we
are fascinated by Rik s. The sea is
reflective many times in the book, just .

as in the.Nareissus fountain when Ishmael
looks out at the ocelu, and in Lqme'
sense the ocean reflects on him, and he
sees himself in the water.

,Ahab speaks toward the end of the
book of the linked analogiqg ana"cunning
duplicates between the inner and outer

-worlds. In so doing, he's articulating
in term of water, in terms of the ocean,
this primal, utterly profound sense
that all of us have ofinner and outer,
.ine here and me out there.' And"so the
reflective element builds a paradigm
here.

Moby-Dick, which'Occurs again and again:
simply, that the sea is transparent. Mel-

ville combines the idea of transparence
with a pastoral idea. He talks abotft
the sea as a metaphor. He speaks of
plankton in their great swaths as "these
great meadows"; he talks about "these
blue hills and these Salisbury plains of
the sea." Again and again in &by-Dick,
even though this is a sea novel,. Melville
xrites--though so cleverly one doesn't
notice it- -:bout the sea as though it we
were land. With this difference: at sea,
the realities of the land become trans-
parent. But what does he glimpse as
underlying reality?

He u sed other devises, too, because he
was so concerned with the surface of
thingst.the appearances and the per-
ceptions that may lie under the surface.
He was fascinated with the creatures
of the sea, and he speaks again and
again in Moby-Dick of, for instance,
"the dainty, embellished shape of the
most vicious and insensate of sharks,
"this paradoxical blending in sea
animals of exquisite colors and shapes
and forms with the kind of terrible
perspicacity that at least as an
English professor I've never 'gotten
used to.
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Melville furnished his ocean with
idyls. He talks, though not in Moby-
Dick, about an island rising up into the
clouds,. He suggests that the islands
in the ocean (an old symbolism, of
course, not confined to Melville)
convey a. sense of innerness and in-

sularity; he writes that "as :his
appalling ocean surrounds the verdant

land, so in the sail of man there lies
one insular Tahiti, full of peace and
joy, bUt encompassed by all the h -eors

of the half4nown life." In mat re

is something that rises above the
level of the surface of the ocean, as a
volcanic island might, and that separates
man and isolates him from thistersiLle---
biological h that-hu-talIs about

1-0-67time. .

He also talks about divers in Moby -

Dick. Ishmael speaks of diving into the

researches of whaling. Tashtego takes
a dive, into the whale's head, as you
remember; then the head breaks loose

and starts its_OWELAPice. Queequeg
then performs a kind of caesarean sec-
tion on the head and rescues Tashtego.

Melville uses this diving motif and
suggests constantly that there is some-
thing in man more than the biological
that gives us directness and elevation
soa that we indeed dive into the ocean.
The word must come up on most every

page of Moby -Dick in one way or another:
dive into the ocean; dive through appear-
ances and confront what is under the
ocean; find out what's there.

All of this is an attempt, I think,
to order reality and to give to the
philosophical imponderables of Kant and

Locke a kind of tactile reality. Finally,

and ultimately, Melville sees the sea as

a symbol for the way we are. Perhaps

this touches, at the deepest level,
man's constant preoccupation with the
sea. He has a passage near the end of
the book, just before Moby Dick is
sighted--a br'

p ony" that suggests a reconciliation
of disparate elements. He talks about the

firmament of the sea; listen to the
metaphors he uses, lovely language just
before the great three days' chase:

thoughts of the feminine air; but to
and fro in the deeps, far down in
the bottomless blue, rushed mighty
leviathans, swordfish, and sharks;
and these were the strong, troubled,
murderous thinkings of the masculine
sea.

There is an important, recurring
metaphor here; Melville again and again,
as he sets up, touches on primal things.
The metaphor is sexual; this is a mar-
riage of the feminine and the mas-
culine. The creatures_of tho sca and

--L-thostr-cirtheair are articulated in
masculine and feminine thoughts, and it's
very clear that what Melville is doing
here is making a final resolution of the
tremendous tensions that run through
Moby -Dick. The mild and the minatory
in nature are being married and finally
resolved.

It was a clear steel-blue day. The

firmaments of air and sea were
hardly separable in that all-pervad-
ing azuret, only, the pensive air
was transparently pure and soft, with
a woman's look, and the robust and
man-like sea heaved with long, strong,
lingering swells, as Samson's chest in

his sleep.

Hither, and thither, on high, glided

the snow-white wings of small, unspec-
kied birds; these were the gentle

This, of course, is one of these
terrible oversimplifications and happy
resolutions that I suspect John Isaacs
would object to, but what Melville is
saying, finally, is that the world is
false. We have looked into the ocean
as Narcissus looked in the fountain.
What we see reflected there is our
own minds and our own selves at the
deepest level.
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Angles of Vision:
Or, As We Say at Sea,

. Shots for a Fix-±

BY WILLIAM APPLEMAN WILLIAMS

Life, as contrasted with existence,
begins with words. Hence, now as then,

we begin with the word sea. Those of

you who have been at sea know that it

is not what it appears to &e: it is

not simply the exterior surface of a
slightly squashed sphere. The best way

I know of conveying to you the true
nature of the sea--and hence of being

atsea==ts-rotompare Mobius

strip.

Like the sea, the Mobius strip is a
very simple and a very complicated ,ex-

perience. I think it would most

useful for you, the 'reader, to rake one
before I talk about it as a K.: of under-

standing the sea.

In one sense, of course, the Mobius
strip is an exercise in elementary
geometry. Get hold of a piece of regular'
typing paper, 8l1 by 11 inches, and cut
a strip along the 11 inch edge about
half an inch wide. Now hold the left

end of that in your left hand, then with
your right hand twist the right end 180°.

Next, carefully bring the right end (now
twisted) back to the left end and with a

touch of glue bind them together. You

should noy have what is illustrated to
the left.'

Next take a pen or pencil and put an

X on the MObius strip, and then carefully
trace a path along the middle of the stril

Mtn you return to the X. As you will

now have learned, if you did not know
before, there is but one side even though
qat one side moves inside and outside.

That is what it means I suggest to

you, to be at sea. It means to be on

the inside as well as on the outside, and
yet aluays to be on the;r3ame side. It
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is a paradox worthy of our awe and wonder
Hence we want to find out where we are.
If you are at sea, that is to say, you
want a fix.

But do we get in on the inside or on

the outside? There is a great temptation

to try to find it on the inside. We all

--Tothat at times: booze, cocaine, sex,

or the addiction to a possessively in-
dividualistic career in the marketplace.
Or to the equally possessive addiction

to a few others who think as we do. But

I want to suggest that the only place to
get a true fix is on the outside: to

learn from others rather than to think
that one can find oneself inside oneself.

So we are back to being at sea. When

you are at sea you are defined by two
irreducible elements: space and time.

, .You are reduced to working with a piece

of paper upon 'which are printed lines
representing time in the hope that you
can define space. The printed lineS
represent longitude and latitude, con-
ventions that we have all agreed upon

in order to find ourselves. But we can

not find ourselves even with those con-
ventions unless and as we use another
convention called time. Put it bluntly:

charts come down to time. So how do we

make time? We make it outside ourselves

To find ourselves, that is, we must
take shots(measure the ankle) of the
sun, the moon, and various planets and
stars. Those angles will appear upon
our chart as our lines drawn at various

angles to the printed lines upon the
chart. Unless you know the time that

you took those shots, however, those
lines to the planets, stars, and so
forth will be meaningless. They will

be random scribbles upon a piece of

paper.
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But if you know the time, then those
lines will intersect in such a way as to

leave a small, still center. The smaller

the center, the better you know where you

are. Ideally, all the shots that emerge
on your chart as lines intersect to form

a dot. Then you truly know where you are
3ight_there_You-are fixed. Youareno
longer at sea, you are in and of the.,sea..

slaving done it, I can only say Amen.'

So here we are: standing on the burn-
ing deck with nothing.more than a sextant
in hand. The sextant is your mind engaged

with literature, and I suggest that you

take these five shots to place yourself
in the ocean of truth.

First. Look at the relationship between
the crew and the fhip:

St?oond. Look at the relationship between
the ship and the sea.

Third. Look at the relationship betweun
the crew and the sea.

Fourth. Look at the sea itself as a

Spinozian network of relationships:
with the,sea and between the sea and
ourselves.3

Fifth. Look at how the writer deals with

all those relatioaships.

I am sure that you see that I am
suggesting that literature (in all its
forms) provides us with the sun and the
moon and the planets and the stars whereby
we get our fix. Five shots for a fix.

The relationship between the crew and

the ship.

Let us begin with W. H. Auden telling
us, in his ode to Melville, how the ship
confronts and confines the crew with the

essence of life.

"Evil is always unspectacular and
always human,. And shares our bed and
eats at our own table, And we are
introduced toGoodness every day,
Even in drawing rooms among a crown
of faults; He hat a name like Billy
and ss almost perfect But wears a
stammer like a decoration: And every-

time they meet the same thing has to
happen; It is the Evil that is helpless
like a lover And has to pick a quarrel
and succeeds, And both are openly
destroyed before our eyes."3

Then there is a man who is not taught
or read in the classroom, but I suggest
he tells us much we need to know: Martin

Dibner recounting the way a captain talks
about his wounded ship and his shaken
crew:

4

"Paige inspected his damaged ship...
She had always been a taut and happy

ship....Now the sight of her ruptured
decks saddened the men. They slung
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there hammocks on the open decks or or human allures due to gunfires,
slept sprawled on thin blankets in wet pants....You've been patient and

the hot spaces below. Paige did polite, LietXtenant Doorn. . Now go tell _
what he could to comfort his men,_ ________4.our-fucking-mclmiral-inill be
walking-among-di m-5TO STTang ready to get underway at 0600."
lightly. His presence was all they
asked of him....

"Sick bay corpsmen labored to free
the remains of men gluedby blood
and sun -to the steel sides of open
gun nests. Flesh tore badly from
the twisted metal....Paige finally
came face to face with Turret Three,
unwilling to admit to himself he had
been avoiding it.

"He stood silent before the gaping
hole. It was hard to believe one
bomb could do that much damage....
The weakened girders presented a
serious threat to the ship's structural-
integrity-and-he knew then he would
have to do something about it and do
it fast...."

And in that mood he spoke to the young
lieutenant sent aboard by the task force
commandel- with orders to he ready to sail.

Have you seen Turret Three? Y-)u

could run the whole Jap fleet through
it and not scrap paint...And only God
Almighty in His .nfinite t,,,dom knows
how that torpedo went through the
starboard side of the hull at the
waterline and came out the port!;ide
without damaging a hair of anyone's
head or even so much as cracking a
cup and saucer....

"My bvaps are shot.... Half my search-
lights are smashed4and once this
bucket gets underway I doubt that
her damaged deck and lit 'I plates can

stand the strain....I won't bother
you with the details of turbine....
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.7econd: The relationship between the

ship and the sea.

Here we must start with John Mase-
;ield's long poem about The Wanderer, a
ship that initially thought it was su-
perier to the sea but finally came to
tem- with the sea.5 She was launched

ige io
1/444

/42
tinu4

on
yi i dm
ti4one one6

as "the finest shin in dock," and

"Rode the great trackwa: to sea...

Already gone before the stars were
gone To trample billows for a
hundred days. .."

But a ship so arrogant as to imagine
that she could trample billows for a
'iundred days must learn to love the sea
or die. And The Wanderer almost died.

The sea sent her back to port again and
again, bu' in the process she learned
"to moan a little as she swayed." And
in the process she camc, to love the sea,

to be in and theea. And yPatto later

she sighted once again

"Come as of old a Queen, untouched
by Time, Resting the beauty that no
inan_cou14-44-re; SparkTiiigTd-S661igh .

the midnight's rain were rine. Uke
a man's thought transfigured into
fire."

After that there is no place to go but
to John Fowles, writing about Shipwreck,
that ultimatg encounter between the ship
and the sea.

"I think it goes deeper, into a kited
of Freudian double identification,

in which the wrath of_the set is
interpreted both as super-ego and as
id....A wrecking sea is part of what
we all dream ourselves to be every
night; and the ship becomes our- own

_____puriy-calculations, our repressions,

our compromises, our kowtowings to
cvvention, duty and a dozen other
iaols of the top-hamper we call

civilization:...

"The other great nexus of metaphor
and feeling is the ship itself. No

human invention, with all its
associated crafts in building and
handling, has an older history....
That is why we have sexed it without
ambiguity...which,in the context
casts the sea, the dominance of Nep-
tune, as raper, berserker, Bluebeard."

We4are sad, Fowles concludes, that the
imagery may be--surely is--sexist; but no
other has the power of these poetics.

Which brings us to the relationship be-
tween the crew aka the sea.

Where else to begin but with Edgar
Allen Poe's eerie account of "A Descent
Into the Maelstrom." It is a classic
account of the recognition that life is
found in beim,v, in and of the sea.7 The

8
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protagonist is aboard a small ship being
carried inexorably into a giant vortex.

"It was not a new terror that thus
affected me. but the dawn of a more
exciting hope....I no longer hesitated

what to do. I resolved to lash myself

securely to the water-cask upon which
I now held, to cut it loose from the
(boat), and to throw myself with it
into the sea:...(And, after descending But that is debatable _soconsider--

part way into the whirlpool, he find______JNillardBasC6C3 Here he is telling us

fIiL_Inselfared.--)--The-sky---Vids clear, the about the primeval encounter between the

winds gone down, and the full moon was seaand the land.
setting radiantly in the west, when I

found myself on the surface of the

ocean."

sider first, the relationship between Ed
Ricketts and Joel Hedgpeth as tutors to

John Steinbeck. I do not think that
Steinbeck would have done half so'well
without the long hours with those men who
knew the sea and had committed themselves
to it with a kind of passion rever mus-
tered after they had moved out of his

lico.

Poe. thus anticipates Joes,ph Conrad in

Lord Jim, and Stephen Crane in "The Open

Boat." Conrad has the talent, and the
necessary ego, to encapsulate Po,. Stein

tells Marlow that when one is at sea, it
is necessary to surrender to the sea in

order to survive. "Yes, strictly speak-
ing," Marlow replies, "the question is
not how to get cured, but how to live."

That exchange can be read as a pre-
view of Adden's perception about the crew
and the ship; but also of Fowles's insight
that the sea is the grand metaphor for
life as a combination of Good and Evil,
wid that we live only as we acknowledge
the reality and the power of Evil. So

let 'is, in conclusion, look at

The Sea Itself.

Here we must distinguish between three
angle, film which to view the sea: the

scientific, the e- ,tiona.. and Trom the
perspective of matt tplat institutions

and practices.

Directly and indirectly, the scientists

have given u some fine literature. Con-
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"The sea attacks relentlessly....
It collects the energy of instant
winds and transports it across thou-

sands of miles of open oceans as
quietly rolling swells. On nearing

the shore this calm disguise is
" suddenly cast off, and the waves rise

up in angry breakers, hurling them-
selves against the land in final

furious assault. Turbulent water,

green and white, is flung against
sea cliff:, and forced into the cracks

between the rocks to dislodge 'hem.

"When the pieces fall, the; churning
water grinds them against each other
to form sand; the sand already on the

,Orilif you want to read the pure
scientist caught up in the passion of
his work, go read Arthur Pearse reporting
on the awesome symbiosus between tide
grunion and the tide.9

No wonder that t1.1 ateraty are trans-

ported into poetry.
0
Consider Henry-- Wadswofth Longfellow.

talking about the tide as a metaphor for

life and death:
10

"The tide rises, the tide falls,
The twilight darkens, the curfew
calls....The little waves, with their

soft, white hands,.Efface the foot-
prints in the sands.... The morning

breaks; .the steeds in their.stalls
Stamp and neigh, as the hostler
calls....And the tide rises...."

Next hear Emily Dickinson talk about .

the magic of the landlubber going co

"hxhultation is the going Of an
inland soul to the sea....Can the
sailor understand The divine in-
toxication Of the first league out

from land?"

And so to e. e. cummings:

"When god lets my body be....

(i want my.. .)

heart (to be)
with the bulge and nuzzle of the sea."

But the corporations have little under-
standing of the "bulge and nuzzle of the
sea."I3 The enormous power of corporate
capitalism (in its academic or industrial
sharksins) has now declared that it is
possible to be in but not of the sea. The

melts away before the onslaught." cL.ssic American Idiom.14
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But ponder your mobius stir. -And ------ So be it: make your choice. Remain

remember that_if you-c0C-ri-down the at sea, or become in and of the sea. The

idle you destroy the awe and wonder. second option is extremely difficult, and
has to be made each hour of your life.

And then go back to Thomas Jefferson. Hence you will need all the literature you
He had one great moment. "A subject comes can get. Perhaps, indeed, literature is

into my head," he wrote (and rewrote) the ultimate fix.

James Madison on September 6, 1789:

"The question Whether one generation
of men has a right to bind another....
'that the earth belongs in usufruct
to the living:' that the dead have
neither powers nor rights over it."15

Trhnslated into our idiom, that means
simply that (we) leave as much as you can
(we) can for your daughters and SCaS.. 1.

That holds as good for universities as
for corporations. It will not do to say
that Jefferson flunked the course with
Blacks, with Women, with the First Amer-
icans. If you are looking ior ekcuses do
not come to me. My code as a historian
is to offer you no way out. As a his-
torian I know that many, many women and 2.

men have told us both the name of the
game and the current score: my first

responsibility is to inform you of those
truths. My second is to say to yo,. that
we do know what to do. It is up to you

to do it.

This continous one-sided surface was
first conceived by August Ferdinand
Mobius, mathematician, pioneer in
topology, and theoretical astronomer.

The eeriness of the construction is
further revealed by cutting the form
down the center line.

The vertical angle to the star, etc.
is measured with a sextant and the
time is noted: those two numbers

are the ksv to subsequent cal-

culat-4.ons--that tell. the navigator

where to draw the line on the chart

I. W. H. Auden, "Herman Melville (For

I hope you now recognize that I have

been talking about communny. Community
is the only fix that ends the need,for.a 1.

fix. Take that anyWay you choose. You

and you, you and me, or the sea and us.
Individual liberation is but a means, to S.

the creation of a community. Community
with the sea 's the grand metaphor for
the reality. of community upon the earth b.

among each of us tht. living. In that

primeval sense, ecology is but another

word for cbe revolution we have y6t to
make.

Kirsten)," lines 17-26.

M. Dihne-, The Admiral (New York:
banam Books, 1968),'11-12, 17-18.

J.. Masefield, "The Wanderer," lines
13-14, 19, 35, 233-236.

Shipwrf,.k. rext by John Fowles.
Photography by the Gibsons or Scilly
(Boston; Little, .Brown, 1975),

unpaged. but pp. 8, 9, of the
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7. E. A. Poe, "A Descent Into the
Maelstrom," in The Complete Poems
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(New York: A. A. Knopf, 2 Vols.,
1946), 1:352-353.
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Seal Block II
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/

BY JOHN HAISLIP

When,I was invited to deliver this

paper, I promised myself that I could,
avoid an analysis of the processes, which
3o Into the composition of the poetry I o
have written about the sea. Or an analy-
sis of my' growing dependence on the tea '°:

as the primary sourco for my themes.
As you will leartrlater, the transfor,
mat ion of the stuff of my world into
poetry is a bit of .a mystery to me, as

I think T mis or many' poets. And as
for my dependence on the sea as a theme,
it would take me too long to chart the
journey from my first home in the East
to my present commitment to Seal Rock,
a village ten miles south of here (New-
port) where I, have been putting down

r,ots for the last twelve'years. My
promis,, to avoid analysis, of course,
means that I am left with demonstration.
I said to myself, somehow I must show
what my current loye affair with Seal
Rock (that ocean,/that particular stret5h
of beach, the coast streams, and the

people there) means to me. Demonstra-

tion is poems: from them I hope you

will get a concrete'sense of what the
whole incredible experience called the
Oregon coast is to one writer.

However, before I get into the Seal

Rock material, I want to make severaI
observations about my earlier poems in
relation to my present ones. Both

early and pre.senpoems were written
from. the same impulses.._ As_you will see /c

later, I have always believed that in
order to write well about the natural
world 1 begin with what I halle termed an

act of true attention. If I look hard
en9ugh, Ihe things of this world look
back, There is reciprocity. Where and -

how L developedhat sense, I am not

sure, although I suspect it derives from
my earliest experiences in the country- ,

9 0 ,
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side in Pennsylvania Where I was raised.
I fOved outdoors more than in. was a

persistent roamer and observer of.the
meadows, fields, woodsr4streams in and
around the village of Eden outside of .

Lancaster' .So, althaigh I dare not take

the.tiMe to read any of the earlier poems
to demonstrate the continuityin my work,

still I believe dt's there...This then

i;,1111- first poiAt: as a poet lam react -

ing to my environment now just as I did.
when,I began to write about, my first

home!

Still, on looking back over the early

poems, before the Seal kook experience,
it is interesting to see howfew of their
images derived frOm the sea, or from the
rivers, or from the waterman and tide-
water peopleI also knew as a child from

the many summers I spent with relatives

in Virginia. This is probably due to
the commitment at plaqe in my work. Dur-

ing the writine'of the first book, I

'spent days at ourold cabin ar the coast'
writing about the rural land-locked
landscape.where I lived, went to school,

made most of my friends. Only gradually

(lid I learn toisee.clearly and come to
terns with Sea/ gock and to transfer my
allegiances from the east to the west,
from the village of Eden (and tidewater
Virginia) to the tidewater reaches of
the Alsea Rivdr and the 01.1on coast.
This, then, is my second,point:. it's

obvious to me that I must learn to know
a place thorobghly before I can meaning-

fully explore it.

But now, is I promised, demonstrAtidh.

Itis the title poem, ".Nitt.: Every

Year:" from Jr!), first book. It is the

'last poem in the fifth and final section.

And I can see pow (as some of the
reviewersdid. too) that it's an appro-

prl'efb end tot a book that starts with my.
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childhood; ,e;ploring the themes of death

and loss, but which works its way toward
aresolutiort of those themes in the ac-
ceptance of the anew physical and symbolic

home with my wife and childfen in Oregon.

.

NOT EVERY YEAR

I

A part of me
Stood aside,
Watching the other part
Help you bargain for gulls:

.One hundred and forty feet
Of ocean front', a layer of duff,

Kinnikinnick, and huckleberry.

Distracted, walking between

The bushes, I pinched their berries,

Licking my fingers, waving
%ray the kids, counting

:gills, but not rooms.

The real me was there
All right, beside the real
You, the desert ocean
Ebbing, a low fog
Hiding the kids
Under the cliff.

II

At first, we slept
In their rusted bed,
Behind they curtains

They'd hung for walls.
The storm outside rose,in tempo.
The panes pf the windows
Bent in and out
With every gust; how far
We saw by the candle's flame
Swaying against the glass.
Later -we walked

The beach.: you in a flimsy,
Rose-colored sleeping gown,
.Your shoulders draped.

This was to 5e our perch
As it was !our summons.

And the wicker, chairs
That creaked like harness?
I sat up half the night,

pushing down and out
Witn my bare feet.
The windows stared in their games.
I wanted a wheel in my hands.
If I could steer, I thought,

Bring her round, and make
Her climb' the gales. .

I I I

Not every morning
Fortuitohs with light:
Stirring the doused
Fire inside he grate,

We empty and the
Reset the rusted cans
Around the chimney's corners,
Watching the windows weep,
The deck outside,
Circling the siding,
Planing into the mist;

The gulls strrtting
Her peak, echoing
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The scum!' the dogs

Make at the cover.

' Nor every year
A pure migration:
The Whales already
In early March.swimming
North inside their,summer.
B where have th6 children gone?

My brother writes:
In Copenhagen the moon
This spring is drawing
His children away and south.
What does it mean?

I answer:

Now and then
Ours begin to relax
And read each other's faces.
Today, after a week\__
Of rain, they complain,
0f,being confined.
Their radio blares,
But their games
Develop substance.

That other beach
Beyond the cretk.
A narrow stretch of rock.
Its razorback a jam
Of weathered logs
(In rounds, pole's, and 'slabs)

Choked with sand and grass.
This in a surprising August
Of sudden, low barometers
And stiffly falling hail

That caught me cold,
Tired, and hungry,
Mmile from home.

Depleted,
I waited,

Hunched
Inside

4:
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A but

The kids
Built --

Abandtned
Weeks
Before.

Here are the walls
The color of weathered stakes.
And here the window
The color of isinglass;
The door, a dark
Square: no color there.

Gfriwilid
a6'' a&t
611,6

Down wind, down wind!
1,Jok, look.

tBut.no one heard.)
The ravens, the ravens!
Fishing the leeward surf,
They cut my line of sight,
Rocking from trough to trough.
One wave, one wave!
They followed but one wave.

V

We cametqn the end
To love even the fear
And boredom, that turned
Our meanings inside out:

;6

The monotonous surf
(A permanent blue)
Ditto the milky abates,
Thq tide pools brown with ,kelp,

The strong translucent grays
Of cove, creek, and bar.

Only the black crows
Are really marginal,
Flying and crying
Every season.

Mutual and endless
The duplication
Of vegetable, mineral,
Bird,.and.fish.
The sea last week.
Resembling the one to come:
The one in March
The same as the year,before.

Although I promised no analysis, let

. me discuss two sections in that poem
which seem to me now important. The

first is:
k

The real me was there
'All right, beside the real
You, the desert ocean
Ebbing, a low fog
Hiding the kids
Under the cliff.

It's the ekpression: the desert ocean.

How I came by that I'm not sure. But

I think it's liriked with my interest in
another theme in a long poem I Wrote
about the death of my friend, John
Breitenback, on Mt. Everest. In that

poem, "Elegy for Jake," I explore the
relationship between the dangerous
journeys men like Jake undertake and the
kind of psychic chances 'taken by the

artist. I quoted from Hopkins:

94 53.
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The mind, the mind has mountains,

Cliffs f fall...no man fathomed,

Hgld th cheap...who ne'er hung

there.

And I envoked-the memories of four ex-

plorers: Mallory, Shakleton, Lawrence,

Doughty. Two men who, tcyaraphrase
Conrad, went into the waste p/hces of
ice an4rsnow and two who explored the

Arabian desert. About them I wrote:

Interior, the deserts where they

worked;
Luminous, their downward curving pain.

All journeys are inward, whether in the
Antarctic, the Arabian Peninsula, or on
the Pacific. But can the sea be thought,-

as a dsert? Of course not, but I
thTslUsiffft metaphor reveals a percep-

-tion of mine which gets elaborated at
the end of "Not Every Year."

We came in the end
To love even the fear
Andboredom, that turned

--Our meanings insideout:
The monotonous-surf
(X permanent blue)
Ditto the milky agates,

And

Mutual and endless
The duplication

1)f vegetable, mineral,
Bird,'and fish.
The sea last week
Resembling the one to come:
The one in March
The same as the year before.

of life, small and large, att'the verge
ci,the sea, on the beaches, in the
coastal streams. i would like to work
my Way into that material, but in the ,

past as well as the present, more often
than not, I am reacting to and writing
about the terror, the force-and strength
of the sea, its storms and their destruc-
tiveness, even the horror of what it6
throws up,expels, as in this short
poem, called- -Kelp."

That, of course, is only one side of
the coin. The other, which I must admit
I have not really begun to develop, is .
my feeling for the rihness and variety
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Its holdfast gone; its every last
Rawhide tentacle torn by the high

tides
And the Iiinter storms' demented

beatings,
The kelp, loosened, will slowly sur-

face
Inside the coves --tumbling ton by
ton,

Out of the great waves, across the
sand.

What 'a welter, what a ferment of

coils
And knotted mounds of excrementitous
Horrow: look, look there, and there!
Such dotage, in brilliant moonlight

too.

O

Demonstration, 4

This time the poem is about a friend
of mine who drowned at sea off Waldport,
Oregon, in July 19156. Theprose section
which explained the origin of thisipoem,
and which I wrote to accompany the poem
in Americgn Poets in Z976, is too long
to read, but let me skt,7ch'the personali-
ty of my friend some of the "events"
which led to his death.. They are impor-
tant because they made it possible for ,

me to underStand.the meaning of our
loss and I would add; something of the
character of this region.

Born in Boston; RObert Blanchard came
to the west coast with his family when
he was a kid. His father drank, and that

was held against Bob. The old man was,

a carpenter of sorts and a housemover,
and he_taught Bob_his trade, I.guess,
under the houses he moved, sitting in
the shade with a case df beer. But°'

Blanchard, himself, was good at his work.

He'put in long hours and seldom drank,
and yet the established builders on the
cast considered hint amarginal crafts==---
men. It's also true that there Isn't
much of a living to be made moving
houses on the thinly populated Oregon
coast. So he specialized in new founda-
tions for old houses whose rutted,tim-
bers were letting theM dowp. He built

one for us. A foundation: But molt of
his work it seemed to me was for widows
who needed some jerry-built back room
on their.aging houses jacked, up and set
level; or,for poor couples who bought
a shack and wanted it shifted to a va-
cant lot they'd gotten for peanuts in

the boondocks. His reputation was good
with the widows and the poor, but as
Willie Loman said, not really good: The
community generally ignored him.

But he meant everything to my wife and
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me when we settled in on the coast. He

taught me some carpentry and a little
bit aboilt mortar and brickg. And I

learned to scrounge, not because I was.
broke, but because it was a way of life
with Blanchard and he hated extravagance.
Make do, he said. de taught me other
things. Where and.how to clam, how to

around the piers of the bridge spanning
rake crabs at low tide in the pools

the .bay, and what and what not to fear
`from the big storms. c.He kne this par-
ticular_ stretch -of coast and the valleys

and mountains inland better than anyone,
I've met. He had to., It was his sur-
vival and it had been since childhood.

the mouth is rough. And beyond the bar,
the seashould be flat for a 14 footer,
like,a pond, and the weather good, no
wind toispeak.of.

Blanchard went over the bar on a
beautiful Sunday in July. He had a
friend with him, Old Red, a man he hired
occasionally to do easy manual chores

* for him in town because nobody else
wpuld hire him. Bob's reputation ex-
tended to hefping the stumblies, the
half-educated, the marginal men.

He was a powerful man. About 6'2",

'frith shoulders and hips like a halfback.

And he seemed indestructible, even though
he took a lot of chances no matter what'
he was doing. Shortcuts, really, to
save some dough,. He gambled in other
ways. I think he poached, but this is
not unusual on the coast.' Many of the
men get to doing it to feed their Tami- '

lies in the lean months when there's no
work in theforestTthegpmfierc-ia4---fish--
4ng is nyet, orthe mills in the coast
range close down. Blanchard got his elk
every year. As for salmon: I guess he

did some gillnetting now and'then in
his youth. I know he often got impa-
tient and would cross the bar at Wald-
port when he knew for sure it was not
really safe, but anything to.get in the
ocean for the big ones.

.

And that's what killed him. The bar at
Waldport is unprotected. No jetty. A

Tew.large, but flat-hulled boats go
over.--And a few small ones dare it now
'and then. Bob's boat was a 14 fcoter,
small for the ocean; in ....Ire swells, a

mean ride,even if conditions are ideal.
The tide must be running from low to high
not more than a few feet or the surf at
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What happened that afternoon and
--eveningno_one really knows____Ile_was

11
So Waldport did a lot of guessing,

and the mean little church was jammed and
the preacher had his audience. My wife

and I drove over the mountains and down
the Alsea for the service and the burial.
But before they took him to'the tiny
cemetery inthe backlipods on the-hill
above tour, they opened the coffin and
we reluctantly went by for a last look.

I was stunned! The incongruity! Living,

a tall, powerful man. Dead, I could not

believe the rouged cheeks, the stiff
hair, the awkward. coat and tie. The in-

congruity: his is head jammed into the
satin; the samefor his feet at the oth-

er end. rhati :file impression that if

I stood his coffin-5in:*14_and.tilted it
forward, he would not kalS%our.'"Jesus,
its too small." Outside, thoughp:

no one,bothered to take yoUr, dimensions

dead, just as no one bothered when you

were alive. i--

FOR ROBERT BLANCHARDi.
Who Died at. Sea

Wal ort, Oregon
J ly, 1966

found the next morning six miles. south .

of the mouth of our bay, drifting in
his half-swamped boat, the motor gone,
the gear gone, fairly close to shore:
but alone. Old Red came ashore dead
a few days later on a narrow gravel
beach further to the south, near Yachats.

The talk in town was,thdt the Coast
Guard found Blanchard seated in the
bottom of his boat, deep as this waist
ia water, his left arm locked firmly
'under a seat. Because the boat was emp-
ty, nomotor or gear,, it was assumed by
some of us that the old 7-horse motor

' my friend.Harlan gave Bc45quit, that
night came on and the wind and swells
picked up, that he capsized when Old

.,Red jumped. But no one knew for sure.

1. I

4

Where to begin? The motor dead in '

the water?
Or that bright morning you cleared
the bar,
Your hand steady, firm on the throt-

tle,
Your small boat riding low, heavy
With gear? Or your.crazy friend,
His back to the wind in the bow--
Vd6hair curling forward over his

eyes- -

Nagging and,prodding for weeks
To change his luck?

2.

Who said sole months before,
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Was it me or your wife
Or your friends, dead sob2r:

Robert drowned at sea?.
Never, he knows too much,

But from a few
lie ought to poach

56.

Jesus,

hiss elf;

A new frigging motor,
Besides, he takes chances.

3.

Under the bridge, now north, but
still in the channel,
Then south and west, up to the bar,
before

The slack's at its full, waiting,
'rocking, waiting.
Then brilliant in sunlight 1- winds
moderate north and west--

You cross over, the stern riding high,
The bow dipping, climbing the up-hill C.
swells.

To the north, a few breakers, the bar
rising into dunes.

4. . ,

The motor, you, or the-erratic WI;
of the current?
A moment only, a nothing, yet clown
along your arm:

Came later the full horror
Clamped to the low stern
One dead motor, dead
In the wate: , wind

Rising, night
And your idiot friend.

5.

Was there a moon? We can't remember.
Clacial-cold the night-black swells.
Sensuous by day, gleanino, alive,

99

But treacherous at night, moon* or not.

6.

You were found-sprawling backwards,

Dedp as your waist in water,
Your left arm ,crooked, locked, strong
is a vice under the bench.

And the'heavy, cold soar brine

In the half-swamped boat, the small

black boat.
Sloshing like so much pig-iron.

1

t otatApxoft ,
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7.

I can see it: how when Old ..Red was

clambering
The low gunwale, thinkip.,, he'd swim
ashore,

The boat went over so fast you half-

screeched
At a man so cold, damn is he stoned

with it?

And you in the water too must find
the boat
And right it but now Jesus where's'

the gear?

What's to be done, nothing, but ride
it out.

Np way to make her take this sea how-
first?

tic

8.

The surf, .now can you hear the surf

At Yachats? But Jesus' again,- the

cliffs,
Where would you land? I know, I

knew:

Any steep shingle of gravel would
do,

' Even if waiting meant waiting for.

hours.

9.'

Did you kneel in the water? Then

kneel'and bail.
Washing, the wter.against your
thighs, working,
But steadily until your hands and

arms are raw:

'The strong tidef, of feeling
Pulling away, leave you quiet,

Aroused --your head, heart ,

P-one on the distant swells,
Your feet anchored lightly
Deep inside the cove--

Waiting,
Your hands heavy as bells,
Waiting.

10.

And-the dream?
Did you dream
The one dream?

Of the young gulls
High in the crowns
Of the great oaks
In the morning

In the silence
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This storm done
That drove them
Into the marsh
And-youi meadow
Under the trees.

- Q 11.

Not new
\.Say to yourself

Not now
Though_the long swells lull you
lull you _
Though they break your will with

rocking
And the wind=
Coming round and down
At fast over your back
Rubs its icicle

" Yellow beak
Om your
Burning 7

Neck..

' Demonstration.

For several years I have kept a jour-

nal, not one of those intellectual and
philosophical bookkeeping systems em-

ployed by some writtws. I never write
down anything from my 'reading, Rev.: re-
flections that could be construed as pro-
found, never any details about my work
at the university, seldom a word about

my family or friends. dubbed it:

"Storm Journal," and although I carry
it back and forth with me to the'coast,
I don't use'it when I am at hor
Perhaps it's because nothing ,z ems to

'happen to me at home, or there in the
valley, or at the university. At least

nothing significant. Of Course, that

needs qualification: I am 'devoted to

my family, serious about my teaching,

involved with my friends. But Seal Roa

. is unique. Things happen to me there

which seem pot to happen elsewhere.

One evening several wintor.1:. ago, Jan.

25 to be exact, I wls alone at the

cabin. I had driven over the day before

in order to finish.a small writingpro-

ject. It had been a difficult month,

starting a new quarter at school, aki

taking care of our daughter because my
wife had been gone for part of the.
month, helping her father close his
year-end accounts at his lumber yard in

AebrhsKa. It was cold in the valley,

and I hate the cold. $o 1 Went alone

to Seal Rock, to isolation and rain,

and?kompleteS the writing Chore. That

mornios' ynd the night before we'd had a
storm, winds gusting in the 40's, tons

of rain. But that evening, the cloud-
cover broke, the wind died down, the
tide was out, the beach deserted. T

took a walk. A lot of things happened
in the half-mile down to thdkcove and

back. Later, I sat down and wrote them
out, as'I have done many times, in their

exact sequence. A

-Storm Journal:

On the beach late before sunset.

. Wind ay 15 mots, .WSW. On the ebb °

tide. FaCed it off, 150 yards, from
the cliff to the surf. A few pipers

here and there feeding and.4 large
'ducks down in the water this side of

the big rocks. Much bobbing in the

criss-cross wax/2s. OccasionaLly out
of the water, flapping their'
as though about to take off.. But one
gull to the south black against the
grey and red tinted sky down at the
cove this sideof the towering head-

. land, climbing, wheeling, plummeting
in and around the chunks of foam
whirling up under it:

The rocky beach\expOsed. Great'slabs
and boulders dugout of the sand frdm
the-winter storms, the high tides.

Some of them as big as rooms-or loco-
motives. Not there in the summer,

except their tops. How many car lods

of sand. must the sea-pull out from
around them and back in to the waves?'
Climbing over them, the great bould-

ers, it'S1the eye.that'sees afid.not

the ear that hears the surf. how

walking between them, around them, in

and out. What colors? Grey, some

red and-iron colors in layers. Some

browns too. AT it's the great sheen .

on everyth,ing! The luminous milk-
mercury burnish of'the reality of it

all. And I am in it to my waist, the
rocks all around me shining, shining.
I back away.

I

Turned south and came on a few.small
rocks tossed or rolled from below the
cliff onto the great slabs. Walking

up to them from the north in the fad-

id& light, they are sitting there like -I`

bowling balls. They have to be round
ed, pretty much, to roll in thd surf
of the stbrm the 100 yards from-be-
low the bank where they normally lie.
They seem out of place. .The wave .

action not lifting them, I tnink, but

rolling' them down the beach, and down

the little gullet's between the flat
,rocks, then into the suif and then
boa up and into thehollows when the
sea retreats, BUT they do not shine.
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. A

A kind of lumpish, doughy dull -not- $

burnished counterpoint to the reality
Rh which they rest.

SO. into the- cove,' not dbep, but into

it wary, like moving put of the skin.

of it all and into the center of a
dark sound, my pulse breathing with
eaqe, and the whole shire gone../
A couple, of acres of ankle-deep foam
churned .up in the cove. . Its blowing
and skidding or a thin layer of = water,

back and ,forth. I tremd and pie Upa
handful the size of a baseball: arid

hold it in I Balm. Theic are grains
of sand suspended irk it. pluck
them out, rolling them between my
fingers, freeing them.

This walking into it. This seeing
in'a profourid way. Seeing the light
as ;the only reality and as though, for

the first time. But it was the light

'' around the great boulders, the unex- .
pected. AND it came'on'me baCk there,

F mixed up with the sound of. colors.

Reflect. It is often when : am go-
img alone is a dull way (whoiT'anxi-o

- V

I

ety is a kind of force out there in
the sea, nut there in the surf, or
further out to th'e.swelfs) that it
happens when I begin my little ritual
of the naming of colors. That's grey,

I sdy That, is not grey, I say. But

more than giey, a white grey, green
grey, blue grey, rose grey --omy lit-
tle ritual -- and then, and then it
overtakes me. Notrising around my
Ankles or descending like a breezy
halo, but at or on my shoulder. Like

a high, strong surf, urgent, and run-
ning on my shoulder. Walking al6ng.
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.How is it that we fume ac?Oss'a p,,w?

That's a question I keep asking in the .

journal, ovd4 and over, bptindirectly.
Bound qp with that, howil4r,z,is A more
basic questiontA how wa come .to
things clearly (oc.jeal them. ttrongly1

ipIheifirst place% As I said at the
%

beginning of this paper, I Felieve rath-
ei firnaykhaf I have always begun .with .

an act of trueMtcntion. Lf I look

hard'enough, the things of this world
look back. There is reciprocity. Yet

the transformation of the primal stuff
into poems is puzzling to me. Do poems

just. happen? :Yes anduo: ,If I am_ lucky,
or blessed, or in some way ready for
'them, they-happen.. But I do oo,p'squati

on My haunches at Seal Rock wai'ting.'for

lightni.g tovslrigp. I can never stop
'being a poet; so in some respects my
Seal Rock experiences. are deliberately
sought and just isrcongeiotislyshaped,
But theso journal eptries-are nor.poet-
ry. Setae of them might, howeve-i% just'
might becOme'pops. .

Demonstration.
-

The last one,'andit is'a short poem.
Its title is "Hunting for'Blues to the
Rain." "Blues" refers to the prised
blue agates fuund en some of ou cach-

es. If there is some irony and a th'

of belligerence here, it's only half-
ipLended, having crept into the-poem in
a dciultory fashionduri46 compoSition.

,ve

Hunting for Blues in the Rain

So it's not all piss ants in the rain
after all

when the, great agates roll up out or
the surf

Ys' : 1

in and around'the flat round stones
and up bur
long beach cony g'

`a'fatoRld

; woman'bNnerrain ge
,.right fhtough

hard on me is

black combs
A.*

.sheet'after.bruising sheet-of water
like altreine
through tough Fifth Avenue plate ex-

.

ceptithisA-'.
has 'got to be that other end of the
cOntinent you

. .

better believe we arc shattering more
thaftglats
out here basting up more than silence
plowing
into finding more than little blues
ih the rain.

Notes.
.

N*
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A substantial pOrtion of eliis paper
(idclUding the poems, "For Robert
Blanchatd" and "Hunting for Blues in
the Rain:') appeared first in Airlylyn
P*sts ip 1976, edited by William Hem,

.and published by Bobbs-Mprrill, 1976;
pp 74-89. , The essay in AmerieftnFpets
in 1976 was titleC"Seal Rock." e.

A.

. .

Three.other poems, quoted in full qr,

p.

.art, appeared firsein Not-Ztverq year, ,

John HaisLipt University of Washington -

Press;Seattle and Lond1511, 1971: They :.

are Vot Every Years'! pp 61767, "Elegy - ----%
for Jake," 'pp 21-27, and "Kelp.," p 60. 1

so

,
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